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Abstract

This report describes circuits which are used for lighting applications. The circuits described here all
draw a current from the mains which has a shape which is very close to a sinusoidal. In former circuits
extra circuitry was needed to shape input current, with the type of circuits described here, this is not
necessary. This means that less components are needed this reduces the total costs of the circuit at the
same time reliability is improved. A disadvantage of the circuits described in this report is that it is not
possible to control light intensity.

The goal of this report is to develop a theory to describe circuits which use the so-called power
feedback option. This principle is explained with the help of a charge pump model. With this model it is
possible to describe how the circuit operates, it is also possible to determine which requirements have to
be met to obtain a sinusoidal mains current.
In the first case a voltage source is used in the model. In the second case the voltage source is replaced
by a current source. This leads to two different (but at the same time very similar) models and two
different circuits. These are circuits with one power feedback path. The components of the obtained
circuits are determined. The circuits are simulated and built for measurements. In this way a comparison
between theory and the practical results can be made. Non-ideal effects are explained and (if possible)
these effects are eliminated. With these single feedback circuits it is possible to obtain a CFenv which is
close to 1, but in that case the EMI is very high. It is also possible to decrease EMI but this will increase
CFenv to about 2. The THD of mains current with single feedback circuits is about 10%.

If the two models are combined a third model is developed. This is a model for the so-called double
power feedback circuits. It is assumed that each feedback path draws a sinusoidal current from the
mains. In that case the resulting mains current will be sinusoidal to. These circuits are used to reduce or
eliminate the disadvantages of the single power feedback circuits. This means that CFenv is low enough,
and at the same time the expected EMI is very low. With these circuits there are two feedback paths this
means that there are more requirements which have to be met. For this reason it is more difficult to
determine component values. Rules to calculate these components are given. Although it will be
possible to calculate component values for a given load power and resistance fine-tuning is still
necessary. If the calculations, as described in this report, are used the CFenv will be below 1.8 and at the
same time the THD of mains current is below about 10%.
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Chapter I: Introduction.

1 Introduction

Years ago, only magnetic ballasts operating at mains frequency were used to drive fluorescent lamps.
Nowadays, electronic ballasts are used, operating at high switching frequency (e.g. 50kHz). This causes
the luminous efficacy of the lamp to increase and reduces the energy consumption needed for the same
amount of light. Also weight and size can be reduced. The accoustic noise which might be produced by
the magnetic ballasts is almost completely eliminated. Although circuit complexity increases, electronic
ballasts are used more commonly these days.

This report describes different electronic ballasts for lighting applications. The current, which is drawn
from the mains, has to meet the IEC-555-2 requirements. These requirements are given in table 1.1. In
this table the maximum amplitude, of the higher harmonics, is given as a percentage of the 50Hz
component. The allowed amplitude of the third harmonic dependens on Power factor (PF).

Harmonic component Requirement
2 5%
3 30*PF%
5 10%
7 7%
9 5%
11 3%
13 2%

Table 1.1: IEC555·2 requirements.

A normal bridge rectifier and a buffer capacitor, to smooth the 100Hz ripple (in Europe, mains
frequency equals 50Hz), can be used to get a dc-voltage. See Fig.l.l

D1 D2

fv.Mains Load

DJ D4

Figure 1.1: A bridge rectifier and a buffer capacitor.

The load consists of a circuit which converts the dc-voltage to a high frequency ac-voltage, that is
applied to a lamp. In this case, the current which is drawn from the mains is sketched in Fig.1.2.
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V rna;ns (V)r
o

t(s)------..

o
t (s)

------+

Figure 1.2: Mains voltage and current.

The Power Factor (PF) of the mains current will be close to 1, but the harmonic components do not
meet the IEC-555-2 requirements. In the ideal case, the mains current should be completely sinusoidal
and in phase with the mains voltage (PF=l). To improve the shape of mains current, filters can be used.
These filters operate at the mains frequency, this causes the inductors and capacitors to be large in value
and volume. These components determine a big part of the total costs. Hence, if these components can
be reduced in size and value, the total cost of the electronic circuit will decrease. To obtain this, a so
called pre-conditioner is normally connected between the rectifier and the buffer capacitor. This is
schematically shown in Fig.l.3.

Rectifier Pre-conditioner capacitor Inverter

Figure 1.3: Pre-conditioner between rectifier and buffer capacitor.

The pre-conditioner consists of an up-converter which is controlled in a way that the current drawn
from the mains looks like that of Fig.1A.

2
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t(s)------..

Vmain, (V)r

lmain, (A)r

o
t(s)
----t

Figure 1.4: Mains voltage and current with the use of a pre-conditioner.

The up-converter operates at a frequency which is much higher than the mains frequency. A pulsed
current is drawn from the mains, the area of each pulse is proportional to the mains voltage. If now a
relatively small filter is used, the current drawn from the mains can be smoothed in a way that the IEC
requirements are met, and PF will be close to I. A disadvantage of this circuit is the extra circuitry
needed to implement the pre-conditioner. Furthermore extra components reduce the reliability if
compared to a circuit where this pre-conditioner is not used.

Circuits which provide quasi-sinusoidal mains current with harmonic components which are less than
the IEC-requirements, are nowadays implemented without a seperated pre-conditioner. They can
roughly be split in two types:
- Circuits where pre-conditioner and dc- to ac-voltage converter (called inverter) are integrated.
- Circuits with power feedback.

An example of a circuit where pre-conditioner and inverter are combined is given in Fig.1.5. This
circuit is described in [1.1].

L Ox L,

Mains Rectifier

Cx

C,

Oy

Figure 1.5: A circuit with a combination of pre-conditioner and inverter.

3



Chapter I: Introduction.

The switches of the inverter have to be controlled in a way that the mains current has low THD and a
PF close to I. This means that extra circuitry is needed to control the switching frequency and/or duty
cycle of the inverter. This type of circuits will not be explained in this report.

The main objective of this report is to describe circuits which use the power feedback principle where
there is a direct path from the output of the electronic ballast to the input of the inverter. An example of
this type of circuit is explained in [1.2] and [1.3]. The same circuit is also explained in detail in chapter
2.

Chapter 2 introduces the charge pump principle by means of an inverter which is loaded in parallel and
uses a single power feedback path. The requirements which have to be met to obtain a sinusoidal mains
current are theoretically analysed. The related component values are determined, and the resulting
circuit is simulated and built. Comparison between measurements and simulations are performed. After
this, the circuit is improved in two steps. These steps are also explained in detail. Simulations and
measurements are included.

In chapter 3 the parallel load is removed and the inverter is loaded with a series connected circuit. Only
one power feedback path is used. Theoretical analysis is performed to obtain the requirements which
have to be met. Component values are determined, measurements and simulations are compared.

In chapter 4 a circuit with double power feedback is proposed. The requirements which have to be met
in order to obtain a sinusoidal mains current are developed, this is done by combining the theory
developed in chapters 2 and 3. Rules to calculate component values are also developed. With the
calculated component values a circuit is built to compare measurements and simulations.

During theoretical analysis and simulations all components are assumed to be ideal. No effort is made
to determine an inductor which is as cheap as possible. The only reason to build a circuit was to check
for validity of theory and simulations. It has also not been tried to use the cheapest components as
possible, just the components available at that moment and suitable for the job, were used.
The theoretical analysis is only performed for steady state operation. This means that nothing is said
about start-up, lamp removal and other issues which are important for commercial circuits.

References:

[1.1] Chin S. Moo & Ying C.Chuang, Jin C. Lee "A new power factor correction circuit for electronic
ballast with the parallel-load resonant inverter." IEEE APEC'96, p628, July 1996

[1.2] Wei Chen & Fred C. Lee, Tokushi Yamauchi, "An improved charge pump electronic ballast
with low THD and low crest factor", IEEE APEC'96, p622, July 1996

[1.3] Wei Chen & Fred C. Lee, Tokushi Yamauchi, "Reduction of voltage stress in charge pump
electronic ballast", IEEE APEC'96, p887, July 1996
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Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

2 Parallel loaded circuit

In this chapter the charge pump principle for electronic ballasts is explained. These circuits are also
referred to as electronic ballasts with power feedback. A circuit with power feedback is a circuit which
has one or more paths from the resonant circuit to the input of the inverter, see Fig.2.1.

Vmains
-+-----1

Figure 2.1: Possible power feedback paths.

The circuit in Fig.2.l consists of a half-bridge inverter with a resonant ballast, in this case a series
resonant circuit, but a parallel and a series-parallel circuit can also be used. Capacitor C1 is a buffer
capacitor to make sure that Vdc is a constant voltage. In this section only one power feedback path is
used. There are three possible nodes from were this can be done (see also [2.1]). The feedback circuitry
can exist of switches (controlled and non-controlled), resistors, inductors and capacitors. In this text it's
assumed that the feedback circuitry exists of diodes and capacitors. Inductors are not used because they
are expensive to produce. Controlled switches (e.g. MOSFETs) are not used because they need circuitry
to control them. Resistors are not used because these are dissipative components which reduces
efficiency. So it is preferred to use capacitors and diodes only. The circuit of Fig.2.2 could be used.
This circuit is also explained in more detail in [2.2].

Vc
+--

B

A

VdcJ2

Vdcl
L, +--

Vmains C1

D4 ---1 Q2 R10ad

Figure 2.2: A circuit with one power feedback path.

With this circuit the charge pump principle will be explained. It's assumed that QI is switched on and
Q2 off during one half of the cycle and vice versa during the other half cycle. It's also assumed that the
switches are turned on and off with a frequency which is much higher than the mains frequency (e.g.
fs=50kHz and fmains=50Hz). To determine the shape of the current which is drawn from the mains, an
equivalent circuit is developed.

5



Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

2.1 The equivalent circuit

In this section two different equivalent circuits are developed. The approach for both circuits is
different. The first equivalent circuit is developed using the charge pump principle, which is also used
in [2.2]. The second equivalent circuit is used using the voltage source cancellation approach, this
approach is used in [2.1].

2.1.1 The charge pump principle

The voltage at point B (with respect to ground, see Fig.2.2) is the double rectified mains voltage. If we
only analyse one half mains cycle we can replace the rectifier by a voltage source with a diode.
Capacitor C1 is designed to keep Vdc constant (in reality there will be a ripple in Vdc) , so this point can
be replaced by a constant voltage source. The inverter is switched with a frequency close to the

1
resonance frequency of the ballast ((JJ 0 = ,-;:;-r ). In this case the voltage at point A can be assumed

-VCrLr
sinusoidal. It's also assumed that this voltage is not affected by the charge drawn by Cc . Now it's
possible to replace point A by a sinusoidal voltage source with offset Vdr/2. The circuit obtained is
displayed in Fig.2.3. The waveforms are shown in Fig.2A.

i c Cc

+~-
iin

Vc

Db Dc
+

Vg Vdc Va

Figure 2.3: Equivalent circuit.

Figure 2.4: Waveforms ofVg and Va'

Before it is explained why input current Power Factor (PF) and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) are
good, an assumption has to be made. It's assumed that Vdc is high enough to make sure that both diodes
Db and Dc never conduct at the same time when the circuit is operating in steady state. In that case there
are four switched topologies which are explained next. It's also assumed that Vg =constant during a
high frequency cycle.

6



Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

Mode I.
ie I Ce

I

•
+...............-

iin ~
Ve

D. rDc
d-

Vg Vh Vde

The voltage Vb is lower than Vde but higher than
Vg• In that case both diodes are off. Thus ie equals
zero and Ve remains unchanged. Because Va is
decreasing, Vb will also decrease. This continues
until Vb equals Vg' Mode 2 is entered when Db is

J va turned on.

Figure 2.5: Mode 1; Db and Dc off.

Mode 2

ie Ce

.............
iin

+ Ve -

D. I Dc
d-

Vh Vde

Db is conducting and Dc is off. In this case Vb
equals Vg• Because Va continues decreasing Ve has
to increase. In this state Ce is charged by the
rectified line current. When Va decreases to V..min>

ve reaches it's maximum.

Va Vc,max =Vg - Va,min (2.1)

The next mode is entered.

Figure 2.6: Mode 2; Db on and Dc off.

Mode 3

Va increases from it's minimum point. Vb becomes
higher than Vg which forces Db to turn off. See
Fig.2.7. Vb is still lower than Vde SO De remains off.
The current ie equals zero and Ve stays the same. Va
is still increasing, Vb will increase too. This

J Va continues until Vb equals Vde.

Figure 2.7: Mode 3; Db and Dc off.

Mode 4

ie Ce

+...............-
iin ve

v,f-D. v.J Dc

V<!c

De starts to conduct. Vb equals Vde. While Va is
increasing, Ve has to decrease. The current
discharging Co flows into Vde. If Va reaches it's
maximum voltage, Ve reaches it's minimum.

Vc,min =Vdc - Va ,max (2.2)

J Va If Va starts to decrease state 1 is entered and
everything starts all over again.

Figure 2.8: Mode 4; Db off and Dc on.

In this analysis it's seen that only in mode 2, current is drawn from the mains.

7



(2.4)

(2.7)

(2.5)

(2.6)

Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

If it's possible to prove that the input current averaged over a high frequency cycle satisfies the next
equation: iin,av ex VI,' then unity PF is obtained.

The average charging current of Ce can be calculated as follows

i,.n,av = I/J·Qch' (2.3)

where t1Qeh is the charge variation of Ce that is

!1Qch = CcCVc,max - Vc,min)'

By substituting Eq,(2.1) and Eq.(2.2) the charge variation is found to be

!1Qch = Cc(Vg - Va ,min - Vdc +Va.max ) = CcWg+ 2Vp - VdJ

where 2Vp =Va,max - Va ,min •

If the design is done in a way that 2Vp equals Vde then we have

iin,av = I,CcVI,' .

The input current consists of high frequency pulses. A relatively simple filter ensures that the mains
only has to deliver the envelope of the current. In this case THD is low and PF is close to 1.
It was assumed that Va is sinusoidal. As seen from Eq.(2.5) it doesn't matter what waveform Va has, it
may also have a dc-component. The only thing that is really important is that 2Vp equals Vde and that Va

rises and falls monotonously between its minimum and maximum values.

If 2Vp does not equal Vde ,the line current distortion will be altered. Suppose 2Vp is smaller than Vdc,

the input current will be zero when VI,' S 12Vp - Vdc I. Now there is line current distortion during zero

crossing of the line voltage (see Fig. 2.9a). If 2Vp is higher than Vde mains current will have a shape as
given in Fig.2.9b.

Figure 2.9: a; 2Vp < Vdc b; 2Vp > Vdc•

It was also assumed that Vde was higher than the maximum of Vg' Suppose Vde is lower than this
maximum. In this case a peaky current will arise when Vg>Vde• This also alters the input current
distortion, see Fig.2.1O.

imaills(Ary

Figure 2.10: Mains current when Vdc is less than maximum of mains voltage.
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Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

2.1.2 The voltage cancellation approach

Another approach to explain why the circuit of Fig.2.2 has a good PF and low THD is given in [2.3].
This approach is based on voltage cancellation. In [2.3] a low frequency model of Fig.2.2 is
determined. This model is given in Fig.2.ll.

Rcq

Figure 2.11: Low frequency equivalent model.

1
When Vde equals 2Vp the mains sees an equivalent resistance (R.,q) which equals Req = --. In that

Cc!,
case a PF of almost I and low THD is obtained. This method is not explained in detail because the
charge pump model is used in the next part of this report.

2.2 Simulations

This section puts into perspective simulation results concerning the circuit in Fig.2.2. Also simulations
related to the simplified circuit in Fig.2.3 are taken into consideration. A general analysis of both
circuits is provided.

2.2.1 Simulation of the equivalent model

The circuit of figure 2.3 is simulated with CASPOC. A resistance of 300Q, as impedance for a 50W
load, is used. The maximum load voltage will be:

,2

p= viMS =~~ V/{)ad =.J2RP =.J2*300*SO =173V
R 2R

The voltage source vg has an amplitude of 311V (220VRMS) and a frequency of 50Hz. As already
explained ,Vde has to be higher than 311V and at the same time Vde has to equal twice the peak voltage
of Va, so Vde=346V. The input power is determined by

(2.8)

The switching frequency of the inverter is chosen 50kHz. Input and output power are the same in figure
2.3, this means that capacitor Ce can be calculated as follows

2p;n 2 *50
Cc =-'-2 = 2 =20,7nF.

f... V g SOk *311

9



Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

In reality the mains has a frequency of 50Hz, however in this simulation the frequency is chosen 2kHz,
because in this case the results from the simulation are easier to handle with and obtained faster. Some
simulation results are given in Fig.2.l2.

X 10.4

6.05 6.1 6.~5 6.2 6.;25 6.3 6.35 6.4

State 1 State 3 t (5)

State 2 State 4

S1
13

Of----f---!--f----'l-------f----f-----"----f----"I---------i
-1
~
() 0
o
- -1
500 r---+-~-+-______::;::;::;=f=<::_-+---t---7----+-----=;=f==-___l

>-
~
>

6

0f---~I-----<;:--t----t---;--t---...",....-I---oo:,...;--t----+---------1

5'" 100

-; 0
> -100

Figure 2.12: Simulation results of figure 2.3.

The different modes as described in section 2.1.1 are also given in Fig.2.l2. In Fig.2.13 a complete
simulation of a half period of the mains voltage is given.

'--------"'--_---"'--_'--"-_----"-_----"-L----"'-_---"'-_-'-=-_---"'--_----"--'---------"--_----"------' X 10-
4

5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5

t (5)
Figure 2.13: Simulation results of a half period of the mains voltage.

It can be seen that the average value of iin per high frequency period becomes smaller when vg becomes
lower. Also the width of the peaks of iin is smaller when vg is lower. So the average current per high
frequency cycle decreases as vg decreases.
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Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

2.2.2 Conclusions

In the former sections it's explained why THD and PF of input current are good. It was assumed that
the feedback point is an ideal voltage source.

The most important issues for a good PF and THD are:
- Vde has to equal 2Vp

- and Vde has to be higher than Vg.max

In the next section the component values of the circuit in Fig.2.2 will be determined.

2.3 Design example

In this section a design approach for the circuit of Fig.2.2 is given. As an example, component values
for a SOW load are chosen. The resulting circuit is also simulated and built. Some measurements have
been performed, the results being included here in. Also the discrepancies between simulations and
measurements are explained.

A SOW load with a resistance of 300Q is used. The peak voltage has to be 173V (see section 2.2.1).
The half-bridge voltage has a shape shown in Fig.2.14 where Vde=346V. The dc-component of the half
bridge voltage is left out of consideration (C2 of Fig.2.2 is a dc-blocking capacitor).

V~/2

o

L
---+-

t

~
Figure 2.14: Half-bridge voltage.

The Fourier-series of this voltage is:
4V,/2 00 1.

VHB = de 2 -sm(nw.J)
n "-1.3.5,.., n

This voltage is applied to the LCR-filter. For a given frequency w=nw, ,n=I,3,S, the harmonic
component across the resistor will be

1~ump--=----;:------

(
. W J2 . w 1 1J- +J--+

W O W o Q
with

1 R
W o = rrT and Q =--.

VCrLr woLr

(2.9)

If only the first harmonic of this voltage is used and if the switching frequency is known it is possible to
determinine Cr as a function of L,- with the help of MATLAB (V1oad= I73V). The necessary file is given
in appendix I. The value of Cr as function of L,- is given in Fig.2.IS. The resonance frequency of the
output circuit is also given.

11



Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

x 10
2.5,-_~_~_~_~_~_~_~--,

x 10
3.74 r---~-~-~-~-~-~-~-,

2.4
372

37

23 3 B6

u.
c
U 2.2

~ 366
!2

3.64

2.1 3.B2

3.6

356

356.1----.r'r----,o';r--rr--rt--<\--".,..--"T-J

Lr in H x 10 Lr in H x 10

Figure 2.15: Left Cr , right foas function of L r •

The capacitor Cr is chosen 20nF. The inductance for this capacitor value is 936uH.

With these values the circuit of Fig.2.2 is simulated, based on a switching frequency of 50kHz. The
frequency of the mains is increased to 1kHz, this reduces simulation time. Capacitor C, is replaced by a
voltage source of 346V. The results are given in Fig.2.16.

1.81.61.41.2

~ 0 f----Lll-lUL-lULJUU

] -1 1-------+------+------+-----+------1€ 200

11 0
.E
> -200400 F------+-------+-----t------+---------=1
.-,.

i 200 lllMWV1M
~ Op'--''----------1,-----------+----=::=,.[:=!----+-----+----~
~500 ~~
i:J 0

'i,ij

E ~> -500 L-- ---'---- -----l ---'--- -----'-- _

1
t (s)

1,---------.---------.---------,,-------.----------,

Figure 2.16: Simulation results of figure 2 with C1 replaced by a voltage source.

The input current consists of high frequency pulses, the filtered version of this current will be
sinusoidal. The voltage across the load has a ripple with a frequency of twice the mains frequency. The
resonance circuit has to deliver a current to Cc during state 4 (See section 2.1.1) and to receive a current
in state 2. To keep the average voltage across Cc constant, the average current (during a high frequency
cycle) delivered by the resonance circuit has to be equal to the average input current. The average of the
input current is: iin,av = f,Cc~. The mains voltage Vg is sinusoidal, so the extra load of the resonance

circuit is sinusoidal to. The RMS load voltage equals 81V, this is a power of 21.9W. This means that
the ripple in load voltage has a very big influence in the resulting power.
During the zero-crossings of the mains-voltage, the voltage across R10ad has the right (346V) peak to
peak value because at that moment, the extra current delivered by the resonance circuit equals zero.
This effect is not included in the explanations of section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
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Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

As seen from figure 2.16, there is a 100Hz ripple on the amplitude of the load voltage. This causes the
output power to be less than expected. By controlling of fs this ripple can be lowered or eliminated to
keep the output power at the desired level. The relation between the first harmonic of bridge voltage
and the voltage across the load is plotted in Fig.2.17.

I----'~c ; ·.·.·.·.·.··..·.·.·.·.··..··.·,,······ I10gCQ)

---fCHz)

Figure 2.17: V10aJVHB as function of frequency.

As can be seen the amplitude of load voltage changes if switching frequency changes. If switching
frequency equals f. at the moment vg is close to zero, switching frequency can be changed in the
direction of fo, to increase load voltage at the moment mains voltage increases. In this way it's possible
to eliminate the ripple in load voltage. This is not further simulated because this is not the essence of
this text.

If Vde is above the desired level. The mains current will become zero during zero-crossings of the mains
voltage because the peak-peak voltage across the load does not equal V de. If Vde is less than desired,
lower than the peak to peak load voltage, but Vde is stilI higher than Vg,max> in this case the mains
current will also be zero at zero-crossings of the mains-voltage. If Vde is lower than Vg,max there will be
peak currents at the top of the mains current. So both a lower and a higher operating frequency will rise
THD of the input-current.
If Vg drops, the averaged input current during a high frequency cycle will decrease (see Eq.(2.7». If Vde

stays the same, the voltage across V e will rise (see also Fig.2.13). Input current THD and PF are not
changed. If Vg rises and Vg,max becomes higher than Vde ,a peak current will arise, this lowers input
current THD and PF.

2.3.1 Analysis of the ripple in load voltage

In this section the voltage ripple in the load voltage will be studied in more detail to give a more
accurate estimation of the input power. It's assumed that there are no special precautions taken to keep
the amplitude of the load voltage constant (like control of switching frequency). First the influence on
input current THD is analyzed. After that, the amplitude of the ripple wilI be determined.

It can be seen, from Fig.2.21 that the envelope of the load voltage varies proportional to the double
rectified mains voltage. To explain the influence on input current THD and PF, the envelope of the load
voltage is drawn in Fig.2.18.

1\

Va.min

1\

va,max

Figure 2.18: The envelope of the load voltage.
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The voltage across the load can be described as

Va = (Va - aVg )sin((OJ),
A A

Chapter 2: Parallel loaded circuit.

(2.10)

h
Va, max - Va, min

were a = A (2.11)
v g

The minimum and maximum voltage across the load will be

Va,min = -(Va - avg ) and (2.12)

Va,max = (V a- aVg J (2.13)

The charge variation in the feedback capacitor Cc within one switching period is given by

IJ.Qch = Cc (V g - Va ,min - Vdc +Va ,max ). (2.14)

If Eq.(2.12) and Eq.(2.13) are substituted into Eq.(2.14), the charge variation can be written as

IJ.Qch =Cc(V g +V a,max - avg - Vdc +V a,max- avg )= Cc((l- 2a )Vg + 2Va,:ax - Vdc )
A

The circuit of Fig.2.2 was designed so that 2 V a ,max = Vdc ,in this case the charge variation will be

IJ.Qch = Cc (1- 2a)vg •

The average input current during a high frequency cycle will be

(2.15)

(2.16)

In steady-state, the frequency is assumed to be constant, hence a will be constant too, resulting in an
input current which is proportional with input voltage, So PF will be very close to 1 and THD will be
very low. The only result will be that the input power (and thus output power) is less then expected. The
input power can be calculated as follows

(2.17)

If a certain power is wanted, the capacitor can be chosen 2a larger as the value of Cc calculated without
ripple. A question remains, what value does a have?

In section 2.1.1 the different modes of the circuit were explained. During mode 1 and 3 one side of Cc is
not connected. So Cc has no influence on the circuit, the circuit now looks like that of Fig.2.19.

Figure 2.19: The circuit during mode 1 and 3.

During modes 2 and 4, Cc is connected in parallel with Cr (via Vdc or the mains), so Cc is part of the
resonant circuit. The circuit in this case is shown in figure 2.20.

14
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Figure 2.20: The circuit during mode 2 and 4.

The circuits of Fig.2.19 and Fig.2.20 can be averaged, which results in the circuit of Fig.2.21.

V~J2
+-

AL,

Figure 2.21: Equivalent circuit.

(2.18)

(2.19)

The influence of capacitor Cc can be modeled with the capacitor Ceq. The value of capacitor Ceq is
calculated as follows:

C = !:lQch
eq !:lV

with !:lQch = (Vc,max - VC,min) Cc = Cc(Vg + 2Vp - VdC )

and!:lV = 2Vp '

Cc(Vg +2Vp -VdC )
The equivalent capacitance is C = , oreq 2V

p

Since Vp = Va - av g the equivalent capacitance is then

[

V -V JC = C 1+ g de
eq c 1\ •

2 V,,-2avg

(2.20)

The total capacitance (C tot), which is part of the resonant circuit, is the sum of Cr and Ceq. The total
capacitance varies between Cr (vg=O) and Cr+Ceq,max (vg=Vg,max)'

Ctot,max =C, + Ceq,max' (2.21)

The voltage across the load can be calculated as follows
I

V/o"d = Y; ---------
2 jWL,

I-w L,Ctot +R
where Vi is the fundamental of the voltage delivered by the inverter.

(2.22)
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The factor a can be calculated with Eq.(2.ll), where

V a.max =V; 1 mL => IV a,maxI= Iv;1----r====I=====
1- m

2
L,Cc+j-R-loa-~ (1- m2L,CJ2 +( mL, J2

Rload

and
1

Va, min = V; iL
1 2L(C C ) .m,-m , , + eq,max +J Rload

(2.23)

(2.24)
IVa.minl =V;-r===I==~

(1- m2L,(C, + Ceq,max)r+( mL, J2
Rload

To calculate a, Eq.(2.23) and Eq.(2.24) have to be substituted in Eq.(2.ll). The value of a has to be
calculated recursively. Because Ceq,max is dependent on a. For a start Ceq,max can be calculated with a=O,
with this value the first approximation of a can be determined. Then a more accurate value of Ceq.max
can be determined from this initial guess. After this, a can be determined again. This continues until a
is found to be accurate enough.

In section 2.3 a circuit with powerfeedback was designed. The value of a for that circuit is determined,
taken into consideration the results in this section.

The component values of the circuit are:

L.=9361lH
C.=20nF
R1oad=300n
Cc=20.7nF
The amplitude of the first harmonic of the inverter voltage is 220.3V.

A A

With Eq.(2.23) Va,max is found to be l73V. Next V a.min is calculated with Eq.(2.24) where Ceq,max is

determined with a=O. In that case Ceq,max=18.6nF and V a.min =80.2V. With these values and Eq.(2.ll)

it is found that a=0.3.

With this a, Ceq,max is calculated more accurate and is found to be l6.2nF. With Eq.(2.24) Va,min is

found to be 86.7V. With this voltage a=0.278.

Again Ceq,max is calculated. Ceq,max=16.5nF (a little change); V a,min=85.8V; «=0.28. This value is

almost the same as the former calculated value. So «=0.28.

If a is determined from the simulation results, which are shown in Fig.2.16, a equals 0.27. This value
was determined by reading the voltages from Fig.2.l6, which is not very accurate, but it confines that
the calculation of a is very close to the simulated one. With Eq.(2.l7) a more accurate estimation of the
input power is calculated. Input power equals 23W this is very close to the simulated power. It can be
seen that the ripple in load voltage decreases input power a lot.

Conclusion:
As a short conclusion it can be said that the ripple in load voltage does not change the shape of input
current drawn from the mains. This means that THD and PF are not influenced. Only input power is
influenced. It is also possible to determine input power and the amplitude of the ripple in load voltage,
if Cc is not neglected.
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2.3.2 Simulation of the actual circuit

In section 2.3 the buffer capacitor Cz was replaced by a voltage source. In this section the circuit is
simulated with a voltage source and at the same time, a filter to obtain sinusoidal mains current is
included. The circuit which is implemented in CASPOC is shown in Fig.2.22.

Vmains

Cc
3 4

Dc

---1 Ql

C,

---1

o
Figure 2.22: The circuit as used in CASPOC.

The listing of the circuit- and system file is given in appendix II. The inductance of the inductor used in

practice is 9251.lH. This value was also used in the simulations. If a. is calculated according to section
2.3.1 a value of 0.27 is found.

The capacitors C\ and Cz if Fig.2.2 are lOj.lF and 820nF respectively. These values are taken because
these are also used in the circuits described in [2.4] and [2.5]. In Fig.2.2 there is no filter between
rectifier and mains. In the circuit which was built, this filter is included to obtain a mains current which

does not have high frequency components. This filter contains an inductor with an inductance of 314j.lH
and a capacitor with a capacitance of 560nF (resonance frequency is 12kHz). This should be sufficient
to filter the high frequency components of the current drawn by the rectifier.

As can be seen from the listing of the circuit file, the mains frequency is 1kHz instead of 50Hz.
Capacitor C\ is chosen twenty times lower, than when the mains frequency of 50Hz is used. This is
done to decrease simulation time. The used components are summarised below:

L.=925j.lH C.=20nF

Cc=20.7nF C1=1Oj.lF
Cz=820nF

First the voltage across the load is simulated. The results are shown in Fig.2.23.

200 ~ ,.-- ---,.--- -,- -,

150

-200!;---__~;o__---~----~~---~
6 6.5 7 7.5 8-3

t(s) X 10

Figure 2.23: The simulated voltage across the load.
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Since the switching frequency is always above resonance, the envelope of load voltage has a shape like
that of Fig.2.I8. From Fig.2.23 the value of ex can be determined. The following is obtained:

A

Va,min = 147/2 = 73.5V and
A

Va,max = 327/2 = 163.5V so

a = Va,max -: Va,min =163.5 -73.5 =0.29.
Vg 311

The maximum amplitude of load voltage should be I73V. The simulated value is lower. This is caused
by two effects. First the inductance is slightly different from the theoretical value. Second, Vdc is not
constant. The average value of Vdc is also lower than the wanted constant value of 346V. If the input

power is calculated with the found ex the result is 2IW. The simulated RMS load voltage is 75.7V, this

results in a power of I9.IW. It can be seen that with the help of ex a relatively good estimation of the
power can be given. The simulated voltage ripple is given in Fig.2.24.

" .- .-

350

345

340

335

~ 330
0
"0 325>

320

315

310

305

300
6 6.5 7 7.5 -3

1(5) X 10

Figure 2.24: The simulated voltage Vde'

The average of Vdc is approximately 327V. The pk-pk value of the ripple is 37V. So the pk-pk value of
the ripple voltage, is more than 10% of the average of Vde. This ripple can be lowered by increasing the
capacitance of Ct.
The current drawn from the mains should be sinusoidal. This current is given in Fig.2.25.

0.2,--------,,---------,--------,-------1

-0.1

-0.15

-0.2~---~=_---__c!:__---_='c;:__---___;
6 6.5 7 7.5 8-3

1(5) X 10

Figure 2.25: The Mains current with the use of an input filter.
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To have a PF of one, mains current and voltage should have no phase difference. Because of the use of
a filter, the PF does not equal one. By variation of Lf and Cf ,PF can be changed.

In Fig.2.26 and Fig.2.27 one period of load voltage is shown for different simulation intervals
A

(remember that V/oud is not constant, being function of the mains voltage).

200
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~ 50
"0
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0 0:>
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-100

-150

-200
6
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.Q 0>

-20

-40

-60

-80
6.25

6.005 6.01 6.015 6.02

t(s) x 10

Figure 2.26: One period of load voltage.

6.255 6.26 6.265 6.21'

t(s) x 10

Figure 2.27: Another period of load voltage.

The amplitude of load voltage, as shown in Fig.2.26, equals 155V. In Fig.2.27 the amplitude equals
79V. In both cases the shape looks like that of a sinusoidal. So load current crest factor will be very
close to 1.4.
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2.3.3 Measurements

To measure the voltages and currents, the circuit of Fig.2.22 is built. The schematic of the circuit is
displayed in Fig.2.28. The component values are as follows:

D1 tim Dg : BYV96E IC, : IR2110
De : BYV96E ICz : HEF4093B
SJ, Sz : IRF840
L r : 9251lH L f : 3141lH
Cr : 20nF Ce : 22nF
Cf : 560nF C, : 1OI-lF
Cz : 820nF C3, C4,Cg : 100nF
Cs : l0I-lF C6, C7 : 120nF
RIt Rz :lOQ R'oad : 300Q
Pl. Pz : 10k

L,

D, D,

In 0----,-------'--1 /" f--'--r---J I

Figure 2.28: The circuit built for measurements.

The switches were implemented by power MOSFETs. These MOSFETs are switched on and off by a
driver (lC I ). Because dead time is not included in this type of driver, extra circuitry is needed. The
circuitry to create dead time consists of ICz and the components around it. The diodes used (all of them)
are diodes with a short reverse recovery time «300ns). This is needed because the frequency of the
currents through the diodes is 50kHz. The circuit is built in a way that Ce, Cr and L r can easily be
changed. This circuit is used to measure currents and voltages which are also simulated.

Before measurements are started, a definition has to be made. The Crest Factor (CF) of load voltage is
determined over one high frequency cycle. This means, the amplitude of that cycle devided by the rms
value during that cycle. The envelope crest factor (CFenv) is defined as the peak load voltage, at the
moment the envelope is at its maximum, devided by the rms- load voltage. This voltage is measured
with a true-RMS Volt meter. The same voltages and currents as simulated are measured. The voltage
across the load is given in Fig.2.29.
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Figure 2.29: The voltage across the load.
Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 50V/div

The peak-peak value of load voltage equals 305V, when the envelope is at it's maximum. If the
envelope is at it's minimum, the peak-peak value equals 135V. So according to Fig.2.18,
Va,min = 135/2 = 67.5V and

Va, max = 303/2 = 152.5V so

a= Va,max,:-Va,min = 152.5-67.5 =0.27.
VI: 311

The measured values are less than the values given by simulation and the simulated values are less than
the wanted values. This is due to the fact that Vde does not have the right value. From Fig.2.29 it can be
seen that switching frequency is always above resonance, as suggested by the voltage shape in Fig.2.18.
The voltage across C1 (Vde) has an average value of 311 V. The measured ripple in Vde is given in
Fig.2.30.

.... ' .... i.

. .HiM .
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1
1.....+...
+

.. 1", .... i .

Figure 2.30: The ripple of Vdc'

Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 5V/div
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The peak-peak value of the ripple voltage in Vdc equals 33V. The ripple in Vdc can be lowered by
increasing C\. If C\ is increased from 10IlF to llOllF the peak-peak value decreases to 4.5V. In practice
C, is not increased because this would also increase the cost of the circuit. The average Vdc is not
changed with the large capacitor. Minimum and maximum load voltage does not change either, because
these values are reached when the instantaneous value of Vdc equals its average(at zero-crossing of the
ripple).

The current drawn from the mains is given in Fig.2.31. The RMS input current equals 89mA.

.·-f'
.... +.... I •••• , • .; ..

Figure 2.31: The current drawn from the mains after filtering.
Hor.: 5ms/div

Vert.: 50mAldiv

As can be seen from Fig.2.31 mains current is not completely sinusoidal. This is caused by the fact that
Vdc does not equal the peak-peak voltage of the load. The phase difference between mains voltage and
current is approximately 30°. So PF equals 0.87.

One period of load voltage is given in Fig.2.32. At left a period is given when the envelope of load
voltage is low and at right when high.
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Figure 2.32: One period of load voltage.
Hor.: 21ls/div
Vert.: 50V/div

The shape of load voltage is almost sinusoidal. In the case that load voltage is completely sinusoidal,
the crest factor of load current will be equal to 1.4. So, in this case crest factor is almost 1.4. The RMS
load voltage equals 68V, this means that CFenv=2.2 (the maximum amplitude of load voltage equals
l50V).
Finally switching frequency is changed to a value that the shape of the current drawn from the mains
looks as sinusoidal as possible. This is the case if fs=46kHz. The current is shown in Fig.2.33.

:1:
.~.

; .... ; .... ; .... ; .

Figure 2.33: Mains current with fs=46kHz.
Hor.: 5ms/div

Vert.: 50mNdiv

The amplitude of load voltage increases. In Fig.2.17 (section 2.3) VloadNHB is given as function of
switching frequency it can be seen that VloadNHB increases if frequency decreases. So load voltage will
increase if fs decreases. The load voltage with fs=46kHz is given in Fig.2.34.
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Figure 2.34: Load voltage at fs=46kHz.
Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 50Vldiv

In this case the peak-peak value of load voltage is 369V during the maximum of the envelope of load
voltage. During the minimum of the envelope the peak-peak value is 168V.

So,

Va, min = 168/2 = 84V and

Va. max =369/2 =184.5V this means that

a = Va.max:- Va.min = 184.5-84 = 0.32.

VI: 311

2.3.4 Conclusions

In order to explain why the mains current is sinusoidal (section 2.1.1) it was assumed that Vde remains
constant. As seen from simulations and measurements this is not the case. With the used capacitor C,
the ripple in Vde is approximately 10% of the average value. The ripple can be lowered by increasing
C!. Furthermore, the average value of Vde does not reach the value calculated by design.

If the top values of load voltage would be constant, the output power would equal 50W. In the case an
envelope delimits the top values, the output power will be less than 50W and can be calculated with
Eq.(2.17). From a=O.28 (theoretically determined) the output power is predicted to be: 23W. The
simulated power was 21W. However the measured rms input current is 89mA. which yields an input
power of:
I1n = IRMSVRMS = 0.089* 220 = 19.6W.
SO actual and simulated power is less than the theoretically predicted power. This is caused by the
effect that Vde does not have the wanted value, which causes the load voltage to be less than expected.
So output and thus input power will also be less than expected.

Because Vde does not have the right value, input current is not completely sinusoidal. The current which
flows through the rectifier is close to zero during zero crossing of the mains voltage. This is caused by
the effect, that the peak-peak load voltage at zero crossing of the mains voltage does not equal Vde' In
fact the peak-peak value is less than Vde • If load voltage is increased (by decreasing switching
frequency) zero crossing distortion is reduced, see Fig.2.33.
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So all non-ideal effects can be explained. The only issue for which no explanation is given is the reason
why Vdc in practice is found to be less than the expected value. This might be caused by non-ideal
effects of the used components or the fact that mains voltage is not completely sinusoidal. It's a flat
topped sinusoidal with a maximum voltage of approximately 300V.

2.4 Another design example

In this section component values are chosen differently. This is done to try to decrease CFenv'

2.4.1 Design of the circuit

In this section switching frequency is not always above resonance. The resonance frequency of the
output circuit is given in Fig.2.35. These figures are calculated in the same way as in the former section.
In the right figure, the equivalent capacitance of Cc is taken into account to.
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Figure 2.35: Left fo with C., Right fo with Ctot as function ofLr•

The same inductance as in the former section is chosen (925f.LH). The capacitance as function of L, is
given in Fig.2.36. In that case, the necessary capacitance equals InF. With these values the resonance
frequency varies between approximately 37kHz and 140kHz (Ceq depends on the actual value ofVg, see
section 2.3.1). In this case a combination of switching below and above resonance is achieved
(switching frequency remains 50kHz), so the envelope of the load voltage won't have a shape as given
in Fig.2.18.
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Figure 2.36. Cr as function of L r •
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2.4.2 Simulations

The circuit of Fig.2.22 is used to simulate this situation (C, is changed to InF, the rest of the
components remain unchanged). During simulation the mains frequency is increased to 1kHz to reduce
simulation time. The simulated voltage across the load is given in Fig.2.37. The amplitude equals 175V,
during the maximum of the envelope, and l30V during the minimum of the envelope. Because the
shape of the envelope differs to much from Fig.2.18, a value for (X can not be determined. The
difference in envelope shape is explained in more detail in chapter 2.5. The simulated RMS load
voltage equals 105V. This means that the power equals 36.8W.
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Figure 2.37: The simulated voltage across the load.

The voltage across C t (Vdc) is given in Fig.2.38.
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Figure 2.38: The simulated voltage Vde-

The average steady-state value of Vdc is approximately 380V. The peak-peak value of the ripple equals
43V. This is more than 10% of the average of Vde.

The current which is drawn from the mains, with the same input filter as in the former section, is given
in Fig.2.39. The naximum peak-peak load voltage is 350V (less than Vdc) this causes the vertical parts
in the mains current.
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Figure 2.39: The current drawn from the mains with input filter.

The PF of the circuit does not equal 1, because of the phase shift caused by the input filter. In Fig.2.40
and 41 one period of load voltage is given for two different values of mains voltage.
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Figure 2.40: One period of load voltage.
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The shape of load voltage is not sinusoidal, this will increase current crest factor. There will also be
more higher frequency components (f>50kHz). This will increase EM!.

2.4.3 Measurements

The circuit of Fig.2.28 was used to verify the simulated voltages and currents; only capacitor C, has
been changed to the previously determined value (Cr=lnF).
The measured voltage across the load is given in Fig.2.42.

Figure 2.42: The measured load voltage.
Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 50V/div

The maximum peak-peak value equals 369V, so the maximum load voltage equals 185V. The minimum
peak-peak value equals 294V, so the minimum load voltage equals 147V. The envelope shape is less
rippled than in Fig.2.29. When a lamp is used, instead of a resistor, this will reduce light intensity
fluctuations. The RMS load voltage equals 99V, hence CFenv=I,9.

The ripple in Vde is also measured, the result is given in Fig.2.43.
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Figure 2.43: The ripple in Vde

Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: lOV/div
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The peak-peak value of the ripple voltage is 42V. The measured average value of Vdc equals 354V. In
this case the ripple in Vdc is approximately 12%.

The measured current, which is drawn from the mains, is given in Fig.2A4.
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Figure 2.44: The current drawn from the mains.
Hor.: 5ms/div

Vert.: 100mAJdiv

The phase difference between mains current and mains voltage is in this case also 30°, so PF will also
be 0.87. The phase difference is the same as in the former section, because the same input filter is used.
Power factor might be increased by changing the filter coefficient.
One period of load voltage is given in Fig.2A5. Left when load voltage is low and right when load
voltage is high.
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Figure 2.45: One period of load voltage.
Hor.: 2!!s/div

Vert.:.50V/div

The peak-peak voltage across the load in the left figure equals 364V, in the right figure it is equal to
290V. As also seen in the simulations the shape of the voltage does not look like a sinusoidal. This
causes more higher frequency components. It also causes the CF to change from lA, the CF of the
voltage in the left figure equals 1.37 and in the right figure it equals 1.54. The CF of load current will
be the same as the CF of load voltage.
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2.4.4 Conclusions

The average value of Vdc is much closer to the desired level (346V) than in the former section. In the
former section the difference is 10%, in this section the difference is 2,5%, which is acceptable. The
ripple in dc-voltage can be lowered by increasing Ct. If CI=llO~F the peak-peak value of the ripple is
only 5,3V.

The ripple in envelope of load voltage is less than in the former circuit. In the former circuit the ripple
was 85V. In this circuit the ripple equals 38V. This will result in a more constant light intensity when a
lamp is used instead of a resistor. Because the ripple in load voltage is lower, the output power will be
higher. The RMS current which is drawn form the mains is 157mA, so input power equals 34W. The
simulated power is 36.8W.
The CF of load current for the circuit in chapter 2.3.3 is approximately 1.4 at the same time CFenv==2.2.
In the circuit of this section CF varies between approximately 1.37 and 1.54 and CFenv=1.9, which is
still too high.

From the shape of the mains current it can be seen that Vdc is less then the peak-peak value of load
voltage, at zero crossing of the mains voltage (it can be seen from Fig.2.44). With the former circuit it
was possible to get a better mains current by changing switching frequency, in this case the resulting
current will present more distortion, when the switching frequency is changed.

2.5 Clamping technique

In this section a method is developed to keep the top values of load voltage constant and equal to Vdc '

From chapter 2.3.1 the load voltage is found to be
1 1

~lIad = V; L = V; z (2.25)
1 ZL C . w r 1 W . wLr-w r tilt +J-- --+J--

R/oad W ~ R/oad

where Vi denotes the fundamental component of the inverter voltage.

The capacitance Clot is not constant, C tot = C r + Ceq' If vg becomes higher Ceq increases, so ffio

decreases [roo =k I
LrCtot )

W Z W
Z

Suppose that the switching frequency is always above resonance. In that case -z > I, thus 1- -z is
Wo W o

less than one.

W Z wL
If ffio decreases (vg increases) 1- - will increase. This means that Vload will decrease (__r_ IS

w~ R/oad

constant) see Eq.(2.25). The voltage across the load will have an envelope like that of Fig.2.18.

W Z

If the switching frequency is always kept below resonance, -z will always be less then one, but higher
Wo

W Z W
Z

than zero. So 1--z will always be higher than zero and less than one. If vg increases -z will
Wo Wo

W
Z

W
Z

increase too, so 1- - decreases and 1- - also decreases. This means that, according to
W

Z
W

Z
o 0

Eq.(2.25), Vload will increase if vg increases. The envelope of the load-voltage will now look like that of
Fig.2.46.
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"Vll,max "Va,min

Figure 2.46: The envelope of the load voltage.

If Va,min equals Vde /2, Va,mu will be higher than Vdel2 . The voltage across the load can now be
approximated by

vlaad = (Va'min + avg )sin(w.J).

The equivalent capacitance is

[

Vg - Vdc JCeq = Cc 1+ ---,,-_....e..:-

2v
l
)

with Vp = V a•min + avg
, 1

and Va min = - Vd '. 2 c

the equivalent capacitance becomes,

[

Vg - ~c JCeq = Cc 1+ .
Vdc + 2avg

The load voltage is at it's minimum if the resonance frequency is at it's maximum. The resonance
frequency is given by

1

w
o

= ~L
r

( C
r
+ CeJ .

The resonance frequency is at it's minimum if Ceq is at it's maximum, thus if the mains voltage is at it's
maximum.

If the circuit of figure 2.2 is re-designed in such a way that Va,min is always equal to, or higher than
Vdel2, the voltage at point A will always be above Vde ,when Va is positive, and always below zero, if Va

is at it's minimum. The voltage at point A can now be clamped to Vde and to zero with two diodes as
shown in Fig. 2.47.

Vc
+~-

I Cc DeLI
B

A
Dc

-1
-

VdC!Vmain< C1

-1 R!uad

Figure 2.47: The circuit of Fig.2.2 with clamping diodes.
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In this case the maximum voltage at point A will be equal to Vde • The minimum voltage will be equal to
zero. Now the requirement that 2Vp=Vde is met.
If the feedback circuit (Ce and Dc) is not considered, the circuit will have six modes in steady-state.

Mode 1
In this mode, switch Q2 is off and the
current through the inductor is negative,
see Fig.2.48. In this case the current is
flowing through D1• The voltage across
QI is zero, so zero-voltage-switching
(ZVS) is applied. The voltage at point A
is less than Vde , so DCLl is off. The
voltage across the inductor is positive.
This causes the inductor current to
decrease. This continues until iLr equals
zero when mode 2 is entered.

Figure 2.48: Mode 1.
Mode 2

Switch QI is turned on. The voltage
across the inductor is still positive. The
inductor current increases. The voltage
at point A is between 0 and Vde and
increasing, so both DCLl and DC12 are
off. This state ends if Va becomes equal
to Vde ,then the next mode is entered.

Mode 3
Figure 2.49: Mode 2.

DeLl

QI D,
+ vLr -

Vdc .-
ILr Lr

Qz Dz Cr R'oad
p

Diode DCLl conducts and the voltage at
point A is clamped to Vde' In this state
the current through the inductor is
constant, because the voltage across the
inductor is constant(VLr=O).

Mode 4
Figure 2.50: Mode 3.

Figure 2.51: Mode 4.
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Mode 4 is entered when QI is turned
off. This forces the inductor current to
flow through diode Dz. The inductor
voltage is negative in this state (Va is
positive). This causes the inductor
current to decrease. Switch Qz is turned
on. The inductor current was flowing
through Dz, so the voltage across Qz
was zero. In this case ZVS is applied.
At the moment the inductor current
becomes zero, the next mode is entered.
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ModeS

DCLI

R10ad

The voltage across the inductor is
negative. This causes the inductor
current to rise in the opposite direction.
This mode ends when the voltage at
point A becomes zero.

Mode 6

Vdc ,

Figure 2.52: Mode 5.

DCLI

Figure 2.53: Mode 6.

Without DCL2 the voltage at point A
would be less than zero, but in this case
DCL2 starts to conduct. The current
through the inductor will stay the same.
This mode ends when switch Qz is
turned off. Mode 1 is entered again.

The circuit of figure 2.47 has a constant amplitude of the voltage at point A. Although switching
frequency is below resonance, ZVS is maintained. So no extra component stress for QI and Qz is
introduced.
A disadvantage of this circuit is that the voltage across the load will not be completely sinusoidal.

2.5.1 Design of the circuit with clamping diodes

In this section the circuit of Fig.2.47 is simulated and verified by experiments. The circuit has been
designed in a way that the switching frequency is always below resonance. The envelope of load
voltage without clamping diodes is given in Fig.2.46. The envelope is at its minimum if the mains
voltage also is at its minimum. In that case the equivalent capacitance of Cc equals zero, hence the
resonance frequency is at its maximum. The minimum resonance frequency is reached when Ceq is
maximum, that is when

[ ~ J_ V g - Vdc
Ceq,max - Cc 1+ 2~)

The resonance frequency is
1

10 =
27r~Lr ( Cr + Ceq) .

With the use of clamping diodes 2Vp is forced to be equal to Vdc• So the maximum equivalent

(
311-346)

capacitance is equal to Ceq max = 20.7n 1+ = 18.6nF
, 346
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If switching frequency is chosen 50kHz (as in the former sections), fo should always be higher than
50kHz. If a Cr is chosen (in this case 1nF) the maximum value for Lr can be calculated from

1
L = =517"1-[

r,max (lOOk7t')2 *19.6n ,.... ...

The inductor used in the prototype circuit has an inductance of 470IlH, this value is also retained to
simulate the circuit.

2.5.2 Simulations

During simulations the following values for the most important components have been chosen as
follows: C,= 1nF

L,=4701lH
Ce=20nF

The mains frequency has been made equal to 1kHz, the buffer capacitor is decreased to 500nF. The
simulated voltage across the load is given in Fig.2.54

200,-----;o:-___,---..",---..----;o,-------r---;o:---,

~
-0
ltl
o
:;

6.5 7 7.5 8-3

t(s) X 10

Figure 2.54: The simulated voltage across the load.

The maximum amplitude of load voltage is approximately 185V and the minimum amplitude is
approximately 140V. The RMS load voltage equals 130V, this is a power of 56W. The envelope of
load voltage is not constant, because there is a ripple in Vde' The dc-voltage is given in Fig.2.55.

370,-- ~,_---___,---------r------,

360

350

~ 340
.g
>

330

7 ~

tIs) x 10

Figure 2.55: The simulated dc-voltage.
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The peak-peak voltage of the ripple is approximately 60V. The average of Vdc is about 330V. This is
lower than the desired level. The current which flows between mains filter and rectifier is given in
Fig.2.56.

2,--------r-------.-------r------,

1.5 ' .

-1.5

-2
6~-------;:6;'-;.5~------c!;7.---------7:;' ..".5------i-·

t(s) x 10

Figure 2.56: The current through the rectifier.

The filtered version of this current is drawn from the mains. This current is given in Fig.2.57.

0.6 _

-0.6

6 6.5 '7 7:5 8-'

«~ x10

Figure 2.57: The simulated current drawn from the mains.

The current drawn from the mains is not completely sinusoidal. At the moment mains voltage is at its
maximum a peak at the top of mains current arises. The average of the dc-voltage is above the
maximum of the mains voltage, hence these peaks should not be visible. These peaks might be caused
by the mains filter. The voltage at the input of the rectifier might be higher than the applied mains
voltage. This might be changed by changing the filter coefficients. This is not tried because this is not
the essence of this text.

In Fig.2.58 and 2.59 one period of load voltage is given.
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200

150

100

~ 50
a.
E
<ll 0:>

-50

·100

-150

-200
4.8 4.805 4.81 4.815 4.82

t(s) x 10

Figure 2.58: One period of load voltage.

The amplitude in Fig.2.58 equals 175V. In Fig.2.59 the amplitude of load voltage is 155V. It can be
seen that load voltage is clamped. As also seen from Fig.2.59 the load voltage does not have a
sinusoidal shape. Especially in Fig.2.59 the voltage starts to look like a blok. This might be the cause of
the to low dc-voltage. Now not only first harmonic of the inverter voltage is important, also the second
harmonic and maybe the third harmonic is important. Because of the extra harmonics more power is
dissipated in the load as expected. Now the designed output power is reached with a lower load voltage,
so the dc-voltage will stabilise at a lower level.

1501------::::=F====~---;---1

100

~
a.
E
<ll
:>

-200';o- ~"=----___,__,=_---__.__;!~---~
4.5 4.505 4.51 4.515 4.52

t(s) x 10

Figure 2.59: Another period of load voltage.
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2.5.3 Measurements

First the voltage across the load has been measured. This voltage is displayed in Fig.2.60.

Figure 2.60: Measured load voltage.
Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 50V/div

The maximum peak-peak voltage equals 300V, the minimum peak-peak voltage is 250V. So the
amplitude of load voltage varies between 125 and 150V, this is an amplitude ripple of 25V. The RMS
load voltage is equal to l20V. This means that CFenv=1.3.

The measured voltage ripple in Vdc is given in Fig.2.61. The average value is 300V. This is about IOV
less then simulated (:t 3%).

1"'+·;-++,'t-i:-+-+ . i-+-i-t·+·

.... ' .... i .... , .... ' .... ; .... , .

Figure 2.61: The dc-voltage ripple.
Hor.:5ms/div

Vert.: IOV/div

The peak-peak value of the ripple is 50V. The load voltage has the same ripple because load voltage is
clamped to Vdc' If capacitor C\ is increased from 10f..lF to 110f..lF the ripple is decreased to a peak-peak
value of 6V, this also causes the ripple in load voltage to decrease.
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The current which is drawn from the mains is given in Fig.2.62.

; .... ; .....

Figure 2.62: The current which is drawn from the mains.
Hor.:5ms/div

Vert.: 200mNdiv

The RMS current is 246mA, hence input power is 54W. If the input power is calculated with Eq.(2.8)
the solution will be 50W, so input power is 8% higher than expected. As can also be seen from
Fig.2.62, dc-voltage is to low, this can be seen by the peaks at the top of mains current.

In Fig.2.63 two periods of load voltage are given, at different values of mains voltage.

.•••• ; ..•• ; •••• I .•

T. . . . .+.... I •••• ! .... I ; . ; .... ; .
t
·f .....

Figure 2.63: Two periods of load voltage.
Hor.:5Ils/div
Vert.:50V/div

The peak-peak voltage in the left of Fig.2.63 equals 340V, the RMS voltage is 134V. This results in a
CF of 1.27. In the right of Fig. 2.63 the peak-peak voltage is 31OV, the RMS voltage is 120V, so CF is
1.29.
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To get a mains current which has no current peaks, the dc-voltage has to be increased. This is done by
increasing Ce. The dc-voltage of 346V is reached when Ce is increased to 26.9nF (20nl/4n7/l2n2). The
current drawn from the mains and mains voltage are given in Fig.2.64. The buffer capacitance equals
101lF.

... ' .... ; .
~:

.... 1" .... 1 •

Figure 2.64. Mains voltage and current.
Hor.: 5ms/div

Vert.: 100V/div and 200mA/div

In Fig.2.31 and 2.44 there were 'flat spots' in the mains current. These were the result of a mismatch
between 2Vp and Vde• Because in Fig.2.47 the load voltage is clamped to Vde ,this difference is zero. So
the mains current has the same shape as the mains voltage. The mains voltage is a flat topped sinusoidal
this means that mains current will be a flat topped sinusoidal to. The phase difference between current
and voltage is approximately 14°, so PF equals 0.97. The RMS input current is 290mA, so input power
is 64W. If input power is calculated with Eq.(2.8) a power of 65W will result.
With a buffer capacitor of 10IlF CF of load current varies between 1.23 and 1.46. The peak-peak value
of the ripple in Vde is 57V. Therefore, the ripple in load voltage is 29V. If C\ is increased to llOllF, the
ripple in dc-voltage is 6V and the ripple in load voltage is almost the same. In this case CF varies
between 1.37 and 1.41.

2.5.4 Conclusions

The dc-voltage is less than expected, because the specified load power is reached at a lower peak-peak
load voltage (caused by the extra harmonic components). Whit the desired voltage of 346V output
power would be 64W. This is approximately 30% more as in the case where the load voltage is almost
sinusoidal.

The ripple in load voltage is less than in the former circuits, at the same time the shape of the input
current is the best. Because the load voltage is not sinusoidal, it contains a lot higher frequency
components. This might cause EMI problems. Because of the same reason, CF of the load current tends
to 1. The CFenv is improved a lot compared to the former measurements.
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2.6 Comparison of the circuits

In this section the results of the former simulations and measurements are given in table form, which
makes it easier to compare the circuits. The circuit was designed for a load power of 50W with an
equivalent lamp resistance of 300Q. The necessary dc-voltage was expected to be 346V. In the first
case Lr and Cr were designed without feedback capacitor Ce• First the switching frequency was set
above the resonance frequency of Lr and C.. After that Ce was determined with Eq.(2.8). The influence
of Cc on the load voltage was determined in chapter 2.3.1 which resulted in a value for a. The
theoretical parameters for the first case were:
L r = 9251lH
Cr = 20nF
Cc= 22nF
Vde=346V
R1oad=300Q
P=50W
a=0.27
fs=50kHz

In the second case, the switching frequency was sometime below and sometime above resonance
(switching frequency is kept constant). The minimum resonance frequency can be calculated with
Ceq=O, the maximum resonance frequency can be calculated with Ceq in the case Vg reaches its
maximum. Ceq is calculated with Eq.(2.18). The theoretical parameters were:
L r = 9251lH
Cr =lnF
Cc= 22nF
Vdc=346V
R1oad=300Q
P=50W
a can't be determined for this case
fs=50kHz (constantly kept at this value)

In the third case, clamping diodes were used. This technique is applied to get a constant peak-to-peak
load voltage. The resonance frequency of the output circuit was designed in a way that it stays always
above the switching frequency. The theoretical parameters were:
4 = 470llH
Cr = InF
Cc= 22nF
Vdc=346V
R1oad=300Q
P=50W
a=0
fs=50kHz

. 1I fI bl 1n ta e resu ts rom practlca measurements are given.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Simulated Measured Simulated Measured Simulated Measured
Amplitude of 90V 85V 23V 38V 30V 23V
load voltage

a=0.29 a=0.27ripple.
CFload 1.4 1.37-1.54 1.27-1.29
current

CFenv 2.2 1.9 1.3
Average Vdc 334V 311V 380V 354V 330V 300V
pk-pk ripple of 37V 33V 43V 42V 60V 50V
Vdc

Input power 21W 20W 37W 34W 56W 54W
Input current Flat spots Flat spots Peaky at the top
Table 2.1: Results of simulations and measurements.
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In all cases the ripple in dc-voltage can be decreased by increasing the value of capacitor Ct. This will
also affect the load voltage. In case 3 load voltage will be affected mostly.

In case 1 flat spots in input current could be eliminated by changing the switching frequency. In the
second case the input current became worse by changing the switching frequency. In the third case the
input current was improved (peaks at the top removed) by changing the value of capacitor Ce• This also
caused the input power to increase.

If the clamping technique is used, the dc-voltage at which the desired output power is reached is about
15% less than when clamping diodes are not used (the first two cases). This is caused by the not
sinusoidal shape of load voltage. Higher harmonic components become more important. With this
circuit it is possible to obtain a very low CFenv, but at the same time EMI is increased.
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3 Series loaded circuit

In the former chapter the inverter was loaded with a parallel connected circuit. In this chapter the
resistor, inductor and resonant capacitor are connected in series. The circuit is given in Fig.3.1.

V OC! Cr Lr R10ad

V mains C\ A

-1 Cc

Figure 3.1: A Circuit with one power feedback path and a series connected load.

It is assumed that Q, is turned on and Q2 off during one half of the high frequency cycle and vice versa
during the other half of the cycle. The switching frequency is much higher than the mains frequency. To
determine the shape of the current drawn from the mains an equivalent circuit is developed.

3.1 The equivalent circuit

The rectifier and the mains voltage can be replaced by a voltage source (Vg) and a diode. Capacitor C,
(in Fig.3.!) is designed to keep Vdc constant, hence this capacitor can be replaced by a constant voltage
source. The resonance frequency of the series-connected LCR circuit is close to the switching
frequency. In that case the current through R10ad will be sinusoidal. The LCR-circuit can now be
replaced by a current source, which delivers a sinusoidal current with a frequency equal to the switching
frequency of the inverter. This also means that Cr has two functions, it's a dc-blocking capacitor and it's
part of the resonant circuit. The resulting equivalent circuit is displayed in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuit.

The shape of the current i and the shape of the voltage Vg, is given in Fig.3.3. The current source is not
allowed to have a dc-component (otherwise the voltage at point A will become infinite). Capacitor Cr is
connected in series with Lr and R10ad (see Fig.3.l), hence in the circuit used in practice there can't be a
dc-current
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Figure 3.3: Waveforms of vg and i.

It is assumed that Vde is high enough to make sure that both diodes Db and Dc never conduct at the
same time. It is also assumed that the mains voltage is constant, during a high frequency cycle. In that
case, there are four modes of operation. These modes are explained next.

Mode 1
In this mode the voltage at point A is
higher than Vg but lower than Vdc, so both
diodes are off, see Fig.3.4. The current i is
increasing. This means that the voltage vA

also increases. If vA reaches Vde ,diode Dc
will turn on and the next mode is entered.

Figure 3.4: Mode 1; Db and Dc off.

Mode 2
Diode Dc is conducting, the voltage vA

equals Vde and remains the same. At the
moment that current i will become
negative, diode Dc will stop conducting.

Figure 3.5: Mode 2; Db off and Dc on.

Mode 3

The current i is negative. This means that
the voltage at point A will decrease See
Fig.3.6. This continues until vA equals Vg'

At that moment mode 4 is entered.

Figure 3.6: Mode 3; Db and Dc off.
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Mode 4

Diode Db is conducting, the current source
delivers a negative current, this current is
drawn form the mains. The voltage vA

equals Vg' At the moment that i becomes
positive, diode Db will turn off. At that

d
Vg

moment, mo e ! is entered and everything
starts all over again.

Figure 3.7: Mode 4; Db on and Dc off.

In Fig.3.8 the waveforms of i, VA, ice and inel are given.

;(1) t

v~

o I,

2

T/2 I,

4

I

T

Figure 3.8: Different waveforms.

From this analysis, it can be seen that only during mode 4 current is drawn from the mains. If it's
possible to shape iin ,averaged over one high frequency cycle, proportional with Vg ,then unity power
factor is obtained. This also means that the averaged input current will have the same waveform as Vg•

The equivalent circuit of Fig.3.2, can be obtained from Fig.2.3, by determining the norton eqiuvalent
circuit of the voltage source and capacitor Ce. The voltage source and capacitor are drawn in Fig.3.!!,
the norton equivalent is also drawn (current source and capacitor).

Figure 3.9: The norton equivalent.
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The current I has to be equal to
1= VjwC.
In that case, the output voltage of the current source in parallel with the capacitor will deliver the same
voltage. The voltage V can be described as follows,
v = vsin(w,J)
where the amplitude has to equal Vdcl2 (see chapter 2).
The maximum amplitude of the current source equals, ,
i = vwC.
This means that the amplitude of the current source has to meet

~ Vde Cl=-W
2

to obtain a sinusoidal mains current. This equation can be rewritten as,

(3.1)

Because all components in Fig. 3.1 are assumed to be ideal input power will equal output power. The
input power can be calculated as follows

(3.2)

i
From Eq.(3.1) it's found that C.!.. =--. This can be substituted in Eq.(3.2),c., V

n de

1 ,2 1 i ,2

P;n =-Cef, Vii =---Vg • (3.3)
2 2n~e

The amplitude of the current source is determined by the output power and the equivalent lamp
resistance:

; ~ ~:,: (3.4)

When Eq.(3.4) is substituted in Eq.(3.3) and resolved for Vdc the following is obtained,
,2

v - Vii (3.5)
de - n.J2R1oudP .

This is the necessary dc-voltage for a certain power. To get mains-current without peaks at the moment
vg reaches its maximum Vdc has to be higher than vg.max. This means that the maximum input power is
reached when Vdc equals vg,max' In this case the maximum power is

,2 A 2

(3.6)

For the sake of clarity, the circuit of Fig.3.2 was simulated. The frequency of the current source is
chosen 205kHz. In this case it is easier to see that the width of the current peaks from iin increases, if the
mains voltage increases. The current source has an amplitude of Oo5A. Capacitor Cc has a capacitance
of 196nF. The dc voltage equals 325V. The current iin is displayed in Fig.(3.9). The voltage across
capacitor Cc is given in Fig.(3.10).
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Figure 3.10: The simulated current iin.
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Figure 3.11: The simulated voltage across Ce•

From Fig.3.1O it can be seen that the voltage across Ce is switched between Vde and vg. If Vde is less
than the maximum mains voltage, VCe will constantly have the same value as vg during the time vg is
higher than Vde . This will also happen if the amplitude of the current source is too low. This causes VCe

not to become high enough (Dc will not start to conduct). This explains why peak currents are drawn
from the mains.

From Fig.3.10 it can be seen that the voltage across Ce is dependend on mains voltage. The voltage
delivered by the inverter is assumed constant, since Vde is assumed constant. This means that the
voltage across the LCR circuit will also be dependend on mains voltage. To see what influence this has
on mains current and thus input power the first harmonic of the voltage across the series connected
circuit is determined in the next section. This first harmonic is also used to calculate L, and C,.

3.2 Extraction of the first harmonic

As mentioned in the former section the voltage across the LCR circuit is dependend on mains voltage to
determine what influence this has on mains current and power the first harmonic of this voltage is
determined. This voltage is equal to the voltage delivered by the inverter (Vi), minus the voltage across
Ce (VCe). These voltages are shown in Fig. 3.12, the voltage across the series connection of 4, C, and
R10ad (VLCR) is also given.
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Figure 3.12: Some voltages in the circuit of Fig.3.l.

As can be seen VLCR depends on the instantaneous value of vg• If it's possible to determine the Fourier
series of this voltage, it might be possible to use the first harmonic to determine Lr and C.. First VLCR is
approximated with a more convenient waveform as given in Fig.3.13, where t.=t1/2 and tb=T/2+t•.

Ivd,-v,

I

t.

t, lT/2 t

: -v,
--..

t

(3.7)

"-v.,
Figure 3.13: An approximation of the voltage VLCR'

If vg is assumed to be constant during a high frequency cycle, and the waveform of Fig.3.13 is assumed
to be periodic, the Fourier series of this waveform can be calculated, these calculations are given in
appendix III. The result of these calculations is

2
V I vg 1 vgen = 2---!!£.-y1-(-1)n 1--+--
nn Vdc 2 vic

where Cn is the amplitude of the n-th harmonic.
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This means that the first harmonic can be used to design the circuit of Fig.3.!. The second harmonic
equals zero, the third harmonic will strongly be attenuated by the LCR circuit. The amplitude of the first
harmonic is

(3.8)

From Eq.(3.8) it can be seen that the amplitude of the voltage across the series-connected circuit
depends on the momentary value of Vg

The voltage Vde is assumed to be constant, this means that only the part under the square root depends
on the mains voltage. With x=vgNde the variation of amplitude can be described with

Y =~1- X + ~ x
2

(3.9)

where x varies between zero and one (if Vde=vg,max)' The parameter y is plotted as a function of x in
Fig.3.l4.
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Figure 3.14: y as function of x.

The former means, that if L, and C, are correctly specified, the envelope of the voltage across the
equivalent lamp resistance will have the same shape as in fig.3.l4 (see also fig.3.18). The maximum
voltage is reached when vg=O, the minimum voltage is reached when vg=vg.max.
The amplitude of load voltage can be calculated with

(3.12)

(3.10)

(3.11 )

1
V/oad = Vi ( J

l+jQ ~_ W o
W o W

wL
where Q=_0_,

R/oad

1
andwo = ~.

VL,C,
This also means that if the amplitude of the first harmonic voltage across the LCR circuit (VD varies,
the amplitude of load current will vary to. The variation is given by Eq.(3.9). This means that the
averaged input current will be

A

. i max /1 1 2 C f.
ljn,av =----;-'1 -X+2"X - c "Vdc +Cc!,v/i'

From this equation it can be seen that the input current can't be exactly sinusoidal (it is assumed that
switching frequency remains constant), but it will be close to a sinusoidal. It also means that input
power will be less than calculated with Eq.(3.2).
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3.3 Design example

Although input current can't be sinusoidal a design approach for the circuit of Fig. 3.1 is given, to
check for validity of the theory. The resulting circuit is simulated and built. Some measurements have
been performed, the results are described in this chapter. Also the discrepancies between simulations
and measurements are explained.

3.3.1 Design of the circuit

First, the range of Vdc values is determined for a range of equivalent lamp resistances. This is done with
Eq.(3.5) for a load power of 30W and a maximum mains voltage of 311V. The voltage Vdc as function
of load resistance is given in Fig.3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Dc-voltage as function of load resistance.

The horizontal line in Fig.3.15 is the line for which Vdc equals vg,max. The value ofVdc has to be chosen
in the area higher than vg,max' but lower than the curve given in Fig.3.15. The maximum power as
function of equivalent lamp resistance is given in Fig.3.16. This curve is calculated with Eq.(3.6) for a
maximum mains voltage of 311V.
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Figure 3.16: The maximum power as function of Rload'

With Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.16 it can be seen, that if the resistance of the load equals 150Q a power of
30W is possible. Now Lr and Cr will be designed with an equivalent lamp resistance of 150Q and a
power of 30W. With these two figures the dc-voltage can be calculated with Eq.(3.5). It is found that
Vdc has to be equal to 325V.

To determine Lr and Cr the amplitude of the first harmonic across the series connected circuit (CI in
Eq.(3.8) is determined at the moment vg equals zero. At that moment, the amplitude Vi equals 293V.
The amplitude of load voltage is calculated with Eq.(3.1O), Eq.(3.11) and Eq.(3.12). To get a output
power of 30W the amplitude of the voltage across the load has to be 95V. When switching frequency
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and the resonance frequency of the LCR circuit are chosen, Lr and Cr can be determined. Switching
frequency is chosen 50kHz. The resonance frequency is chosen 0,8 times the switching frequency (to
ensure ZVS). With Eq.(3.1 0)

h

V load = 1 = 95 = 0.324~ ~1 + Q2{}2 = 3.0S
~ ~1 + Q2{}2 293

W W o 1
where {} =- - - =- - O.S = 0.45.

W o W O.S

This means that

Q = .J3.0S
2
-1 = 6.47.

0.45

Next Lr is calculated with Eq.(3.11),

L
r

= QRload = 6.47 * 150 = 3.S6mH.
W 0 2nO.S *50k

The resonant capacitor is calculated with Eq.(3.12),
1 1

Cr = Lrw~ = 3.S6m*(2n*0.S*50k)2 =4.1nF.

From Eq.(3.4) it follows that maximum load current equals 0.63A.

With Eq.(3.1) capacitor Cc will be determined,
h

C =_i_ = 0.63 = 12.3nF .
c lifYdc n *50k * 325

To check for validity of the former calculations the input power will be determined with Eq.(3.3),

P;n =0,5*50k*12,3n*311 2 =30W.

The actual input power will be less. This is caused by the not constant amplitude of load current. A
more accurate estimation of input power can be given. The amplitude of load current is approximated

h h

with i = imax(l- f3sin(wmt»)

VI: 1 VI:
where f3 = 1- 1--+--

2
,

Vdc 2 Vdc

When this is substituted in Eq.(3.2), the input power will be
1 h2

P;n = 2 f,Cc(1- (3)v g •

In that case input power will be: Pin=21,2W.

3.3.2 Simulations

(3.13)

(3.33)

The circuit of Fig.3.1 was simulated with component values which are equal to the ones that will be
used in the circuit to be implemented. The component values are:
L,=3.89mH
C,=4.2?nF
Cc=12.2nF
During simulations the capacitor C1 equals 500nF, in the actual circuit it will be 10~F. The capacitance
is decreased because mains frequency is increased to 1kHz during simulations, in order to reduce
simulation time. The simulated circuit is displayed in Fig.3.1?
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Vmains

3

o
Figure 3.17: The circuit used for simulations.

3

The listing of the circuit file and the system file are given in appendix IV. The simulated load voltage is
given in Fig.3.18.
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Figure 3.18: The simulated load voltage.

The amplitude of load voltage varies between approximately lOOV and 65V. When the amplitude of
load voltage is calculated with Eq.(3.8) and Eq.(3.lO) the variation would be between 95V and 67V.
This means that although the voltage across the series connected circuit is approximated with the shape
in Fig.3.l3 the theoretically determined amplitudes are close to the simulated amplitudes (a difference
of ±5%). The RMS load voltage is 53.5V this is a power of 19W which is close to the predicted power.
The simulated dc-voltage is given in Fig.3.19. The average dc-voltage is about 320V. This is slightly
different than the expected value. The peak-peak value of the ripple in dc-voltage is approximately
30V.
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Figure 3.19: The simulated dc-voltage.

The current which is drawn from the mains, if no input filter is used, consists of high frequency peaks,
the width of which increasing if the mains voltage increases. This means that the average over one high
frequency cycle varies with time. The filtered version of this current should be sinusoidal in shape. This
current is given in Fig.3.20.
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Figure 3.20: The current drawn from the mains with the use of an input filter.

It can be seen that the mains current is not completely sinusoidal. The phase difference between mains
voltage and mains current should be zero to get a PF which equals one. The input filter causes a phase
difference which can be changed by changing the filter coefficients. This shape of mains current might
also be changed.

In Fig.3.2l and 3.22 one period of load voltage is shown. In Fig.3.22 the load voltage is given when the
mains voltage is at its maximum. In Fig.3.2l the mains voltage is crossing zero.
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Figure 3.21: One period ofload voltage.

In both figures the shape of the load voltage is close to sinusoidal, this means that CF is close to 1.4.
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Figure 3.22: Another period of load voltage.

3.3.3 Measurements

To perform the necessary measurements the circuit described in Fig.2.28 was used. The load of the
inverter is changed to a series connected LCR circuit, see also Fig.3.t. The values of the most
significant components are: Lr=3.89mH

Cr=4.27nF
Cc=12.2nF
R1oad=150Q
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The measured load voltage is given in Fig.3.23 which can be compared to the simulated values in
Fig.3.18.

Figure 3.23: The voltage across the load.
HoI.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 25V/div

The maximum peak-peak voltage is 178V, the minimum peak-peak voltage is 136V, this means that the
amplitude of load voltage varies between 68V and 89V. This is less than expected. The RMS load
voltage equals 44V, hence CFenv=2.

The ripple in dc-voltage is displayed in Fig. 3.24.

Figure 3.24: The ripple of Vdco

Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.:5V1div

The peak-peak voltage of the ripple equals 27V. The average dc value equals 303V. This is less than
expected. This might be caused by the fact that mains voltage is not completely sinusoidal. The mains
voltage has the same shape as a flat topped sinusoidal. The maximum mains voltage is 300V. The RMS
mains voltage is 220V. The dc voltage, which is less than expected, is the cause of the less than
expected amplitude of load voltage.
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The current drawn from the mains is given in Fig.3.25.

Figure 3.25: The current drawn from the mains.
Hor.: 5ms/div

Vert.: 50mNdiv

The RMS mains current equals 84mA. As can be seen the mains current is not completely sinusoidal,
this is caused by the fact that the envelope of load voltage is not constant, this means that Eq.(3.9) is not
constantly satisfied over a mains frequency cycle. Because Vdc is above the maximum of the mains
voltage there are no peaks at the top of mains current. Changing the switching frequency changes the
shape of mains current but the shape is getting worse. The spectrum of the input current is given in
Fig.3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Spectrum of input current.
Hor.: 250Hzldiv
Vert.: lOdB/div

From this spectrum it can be seen that the amplitude of the 100Hz component is more than 50dB
attenuated with respect to the 50Hz component. This spectrum is determined using the FFT option of
the used oscilloscope where the input current is averaged over 10 periods of the mains. The amplitude
of the harmonic components are given in table 3.1. The amplitude of the harmonic components is
related to the first harmonic.
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frequency (Hz) amplitude (dB)
50 0
100 -54
150 -25
200 -53
250 -29
300 -41
350 -27
400 -39
450 -42
500 -46
550 -37
600 -53

Table 3.1: Amplitude of harmonic components.

The THD of input current can be calculated with

THD= ~I,2 + Ii+···+I; *100%.
II

This results in a THD of approximately 10%.

In Fig.3.27 load voltage is shown at different momentary values of mains voltage.

. . . . . ; .

Figure 3.27: Two periods of load voltage.
Hor.: 5~s/div

Vert.: 25V/div

In the left of Fig.3.27 the mains voltage is at its maximum, in the right the mains voltage is close to
zero. In the left the peak-peak load voltage is 163V, the RMS voltage is 58V, hence CF=1.4. In the
right peak-peak voltage is 110V, the RMS voltage is 37V, hence CF=1.5.

The voltage across capacitor Cc of Fig.3.1 is also measured, this voltage is given in Fig.3.28.
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Figure 3.28: The voltage across Ce•

Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 50V/div

The voltage given in Fig.3.28 has almost the same shape as given in Fig.3.1O. The only difference is the
low frequency ripple at the top of envelope. This is caused by the ripple in Vde • From Fig.3.28 it can
also be seen that the mains voltage is a flat topped sinusoidal.

In Fig.3.29 both the voltage and current delivered by the inverter are given. The current delivered by
the inverter is also the load current.

+
J

+;.
-t .
+;.
;.

Figure 3.29: Inverter voltage and current.
Hor.: 5l!s/div

Vert.: IOOV/div; lOOmNdiv

In the left of Fig.3.29 the mains voltage equals zero, in the right it is at its maximum. It can be seen that
the current delivered by the inverter is always delayed with respect to the voltage. This delay is slightly
dependent on mains voltage. This means that the resonance frequency of the LCR circuit is not
constant. The change in phase difference is about'IO°. This change in resonant frequency is caused by
the inductor. The inductance changes as the amplitude of the current changes. If an inductor with more
turns and an increased air gap is used (same inductance) the flux per unit area is decreased. This causes
the core to be less saturated. In that case the inductance is constant, hence the phase difference between
inverter voltage and current is constant.
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3.4 Conclusions

In chapter 3.3.1 the component values were determined for a load of 30W, with a resistance of 150n.
The calculated component values are:
Lr=3.86mH
C,=4.1nF
Cc=12.3nF

The component values used in the circuit for measurements and simulations are:
Lr=3.89mH
Cr=4.27nF
Cc=12.2nF

Some simulated and measured properties are given in table 3.2

Calculated Simulated Measured
Max ampI. V10ad (V) 95 100 89
Min ampl. V10ad (V) 67 65 68
Vdc (V) 325 320 303
Ripple in Vdc (V) -- 30 27
CF -- -- 1.4-1.5
CFenv -- -- 2
Table 3.2

The measured input power was 18.5W, the predicted input power (with Eq.(3.33» was 21.2W. This is a
difference of about 13%. The simulated power is 19W. The maximum and minimum amplitude of load
voltage are less than expected because dc voltage does not have the desired level. This might be caused
by the not completely sinusoidal mains voltage. This also causes output and thus input power to be less
than expected.

Because the resonance frequency of the series connected circuit is constant the current through the load
is always sinusoidal. This means that CF is almost constant and equals 1.4. Because of the ripple in the
envelope of load voltage CFenv is higher than 1.4 (2.0). The main reason for this ripple is the not
constant amplitude of the first harmonic of the voltage across the LCR circuit and is not caused by a
change of resonance frequency as was the case in the circuit of chapter 2. This also means that the
shape of envelope can't be changed by changing Lr or Cr, as was the case in chapter 2.4.

From theoretical analysis it is seen that, under certain conditions, input current is sinusoidal. The
problem is that Eq.(3.1) has to be met. With this circuit and without special precautions (e.g. control of
switching frequency) no sinusoidal input current can be obtained, although shape of input current is
very close to a sinusoidal (THD of input current is approximately 10%). A sinusoidal mains current can
only be obtained by control of the switching frequency.
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4 Double power feedback

In this chapter a circuit with two feedback paths is explained. Two feedback paths are used because
CFenv of the circuit in chapter 3 is to high. The CFenv of the circuit in chapter 2 is oke but the load
voltage introduces to much higher frequency components. This will alter EMI (Electro Magnetic
Interference) which can only be removed by adding an extra inductor and capacitor as described in
[2.2]. An inductor is a relatively expensive component, so the goal now is to obtain a circuit where
CFenv is less than 1.8 and at the same time to keep the load voltage as sinusoidal as possible without this
extra inductor. To achieve this a double power feedback circuit will be developed as explained in this
chapter. In the first part of this chapter the models of chapter 2 and 3 are combined. After that a special
case of the resulting circuit is analysed. This circuit is the same one as used in lighting applications at
the moment (e.g. VLC-TLB without transformer [4.1]). A design procedure is developed to determine
component values to meet all requirements to obtain a sinusoidal mains current. This is done by
combining the models of chapter 2 and 3, and al1 the requirements which have to be met. All
component values will be specified simulations and measurements being also performed. Differences
between theory, simulations and measurements will be discussed.

4.1 Combination of single feedback circuits

By combining the circuits, which are explained in chapter 2 and 3, a double power feedback can be
obtained. The resulting circuit is given in Fig.4.I

D II
i I

Dol
Cd

+~

jill V0.;2 -

D 12 Dd + +
,l-

tv tVCcl
Vg Voc

Figure 4.1: The result of combining the single power feedback circuits.

The requirements which have to be met, in order to obtain a sinusoidal input current, can be split in two
parts. These requirements are the result of the theoretical analysis in former chapters being related to a
voltage path feedback and a current path feedback.
For the feedback path which uses the current source the maximum current delivered by the current
source has to meet Eq.(3.1), which is found to be

A

1
-=Cclf.'~e' (4.1)
1C .

In this case, the averaged input current (over one high frequency cycle), which is drawn from the mains
by this feedback path, equals

(n,av! = Cel!,VIi · (4.2)

For the feedback path which uses the voltage source,the peak to peak value of this source has to meet
the next equation

~)k-fJk = Vde • (4.3)

The current drawn from the mains from this feedback path equals

iin,av2 = CC2!'VIi , (4.4)
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The total current which is drawn from the mains is the sum of the individual currents. The individual
currents are sinusoidal, this means that the total input current is also sinusoidal. The total input current
follows from Eg.(4.2) and Eq.(4A) as being

iin=!vCCcI+Cc2)Vg' (4.5)

The total input power will be
1 A 2

P;n="2!v(CcI +CcJvg. (4.6)

4.2 A model for the double power feedback circuit

Next a circuit which meets all the requirements has to be designed with a single LCR circuit. This
means that the LCR circuit has to act as a current source and at the same time there has to be a point at
which the peak to peak voltage equals Vde • A circuit which should have these characteristics is
explained in [4.n The extra circuitry used for preheat, ignition and lamp removal is also explained in
this report. The report does not describe the theoretical determination of the component values, these
component values being determined by experiments. The circuit which is explained in [4.1] is given in
FigA.2. The node numbers which are given in the circuit are used later on, to perform simulations with
CASPOC.

Ym::&i.ns

3

Figure 4.2: A circuit with double power feedback.

A

It happens to be rather difficult to calculate currents and voltages in this circuit. Therefore, the circuit
has to be simplified. First capacitor Ce2 is replaced by an equivalent capacitor Ceg, see Fig. 4.3. The
equivalent capacitance is calculated in the same way as described in section 2.3.1:

C,q =C,{I + \~~d'J (4.7)

where 2Vp is the peak to peak voltage at node 7 in FigA.2. Therefore, from Eq.(4.3), V7=VdJ2.

V mains
-I------i

Figure 4.3: Equivalent capacitance introduced.
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The voltage delivered by the inverter is represented by its fundamental. This is also done with the
voltage at node 8 (the voltage across Cc\). The obtained model is given in FigAA.

C2 Lr Rh,ad
iL 7 iR 8

Figure 4.4: Model for a double power feedback circuit.

In this model all currents and voltages are sinusoidal (which might not be the case in the circuit used in
practice). The amplitude of Vi is the fundamental component of a squarewave, that is

A 2V
Vi =-----!l£.. (4.8)

:rc
The dc-component of the inverter voltage is left out of consideration. The voltage at point A of FigA.2
varies between Vde and vg• If this voltage is approximated by the voltage shape as given in FigA.5, the
high frequency fundamental component can be determined as being
A 2
Vg = -(~c - Vg ). (4.9)

:rc

Figure 4.5: Approximation of the voltage at point A.

The dc-component of Vg is also left out of consideration. It can be seen that this voltage depends on the
mains voltage. This means that there are two parameters which depend on the mains voltage (Ceq and
the amplitude of Vg) in the circuit of FigAA.

4.2.1 Determination of component values

To determine the component values it is assumed that the power and the load resistance are known. All
components are assumed to be ideal, this means that input power equals output power. The amplitude of
the current through the load can be determined as fol1ows

2*P
i Rload = (4.10)

Capacitor Cel can be determined with Eq.(4.1) if the switching frequency is given and Vde is chosen
(above the maximum of mains voltage), being calculated as fol1ows

A

c = iR/oad
cl •:ref,Vdc
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The resulting input power with this feedback path is determined by Eq.(3.10), as being
1 ,z

P;nJ ="2 f.Cel Vg •

The input power provided by the second feedback path is than

P;nz = P - P;nl .

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

When it is assumed (this is a requirement, see Eq.(4.3)), that the peak to peak voltage at node 7 equals
V dc capacitor Cc2 can be determined by

C = 2P;nz
cZ 'z .

f, vg

The two components in FigAA which are not yet determined are Cz and Lr- The voltage across Lr and
Cz is V LC. This voltage will be determined with the help of a phasor diagram. This is the fastest and
most easiest way to obtain the necessary result. First V7 is drawn horizontally. The voltage at node 8
equals the addition of V7 to the voltage across the load, See FigA.6.

•...
./ "'\.

Figure 4.6: Determination of the angle ~.

The amplitude of the voltage at node 7 has to be equal to Vdel2. The current through the load is assumed
to be constant, only the phase difference between V7 and VR is not known. This phase difference
depends on the amplitude of Vg. The problem is that Vg is dependent on the mains voltage as given in
Eq.(4.9). In this stage of the determination of the voltages and currents a value for the mains voltage has
to be chosen at which the component values are determined. If this value is chosen Vg can be
determined.

With FigA.6 the angle ~ can be determined with
_vz +VZ+VZ

VZ=VZ+VZ-2v V cosf3~cosf3= 8 7 R
8 7 R 7R 2

V7VR

(4.15)

The current which flows through the inductor equals iR+iceq- The phase difference between V7 and iR
equals ~. The current iCeq has a phase difference of 90° with respect to V7, see FigA.7.
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.~Ie,,! ... i

; y

: i RjI3

Figure 4.7: Determination of 11.

The current which flows through the equivalent capacitor is calculated as follows

iCeq =W"v7Ceq •

The current which flows through the inductor can now be determined with

·2 ·2 ·2 2" (900 (3) . ~'2 ·2 2' . . (f3)
lL = lCeq + lR - lCeqlR cos + ~ lL = lCeq + lR + lCeqlR SIn

Since the angle 'Y is determined by

the angle !l is found to be
J1=y+f3

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

The inverter has to see an inductive load to ensure zero voltage switching, hence the voltage VLC has an
angle of 900 with respect to iL ,where iL lags VLC. The voltage Vi is the addition of V7 and VLC, see
FigA.8.

Figure 4.8: Determination of VLC'

It is possible to determine VLC with
2 222 D

Vi = V7 + V LC - V LCV7 COSo

where e equals

E> = 180 - 90 - J1 = 90 - J1

The voltage VLC can be determined as follows

vic - 2vLCV7 cosE> + v~ - v: = 0
where

2v7 cosE> ±~( -2v7 cosE»2 - 4(v~ :.... vn
vLC I.2 =

2
where only positive values of VLC count.
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The impedance of the series connection of L, and Cz is determined by
vLC 1

Z =-=w L --- (4.24)LC. ..., C
lL W.,. Z

This impedance has to be inductive, this means that the minimum value for L, is determined by

ZLC
L,.min =-- (4.25)

w ...
When an inductance is chosen the value of Cz is determined by

1
Cz = Z (4.26)

w ... L, -w",ZLC

As a total overview the figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 are combined in FigA.9. It has to be kept in mind that
the voltages and currents given, are the amplitudes of these voltages and currents.

Figure 4.9: Total overview for the determination of VLC'

This method leads to the determination of all component values. A disadvantage of this method is that
the component values are determined only for one point of the mains voltage. This means that L, or Cz
should vary with time during a cycle of the mains voltage (which is not possible) to meet all the
requirements to obtain a sinusoidal mains current. Another disadvantage is that the total input power
will not be exactly known, since the requirements are not met during the entire cycle.

To simplify calculations Eq.(4.8) to Eq.(4.26) have been programmed to be used with MATLAB. The
resulting MATLAB file is given in appendix V. The inputs of this file are the amplitude of the mains
voltage, at which components are supposed to be determined, the total input power, the load resistance,
the dc-voltage and the switching frequency of the inverter. There are two solutions for the voltage VLC ,

the negative value being not valid.
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The following input parameters have been used:
vgmax=311 V
vg=300V ( the mains voltage at which component values are determined)
P=50W

R=240Q
Vdc=350V
fs=50kHz

The resulting component values are:
Ccl =I1.74nF
Cc2=8.94nF
L..=1.211mH
C2=101.3nF

From these calculations it can also be seen what the amplitude of inductor current and load current will
be: il .max=O.83A

iR,max=O.65A

A momentary mains voltage of 300V has been chosen, in account of the fact that about this value the
shape of the mains voltage remains relatively flat (compared to zero crossing), which means that the
requirements are met during a relatively long time (relative to the mains cycle).

4.2.2 Simulations

In the former section, component values have been specified. In this section simulations are performed
to check for validity of these calculations. These simulations have been performed with CASPOC. The
circuit of FigA.2 is used. The same filter between mains and rectifier as in chapter 2 and 3 is used. The
mains frequency is increased to 1kHz, to reduce simulation time. At the same time C j is decreased to

500nF (originally 1OIl-F for mains frequency of 50Hz).

The simulated voltage across the load is given in FigA.lO.
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Figure 4.10: The simula~edvoltage across the load.

The simulated RMS load voltage equals 106V, this is a power of 47W. The load voltage at the moment
that the mains voltage is around 300V is given in FigA.l1. It can be seen that a sinusoidal
approximation of the load voltage is not a very bad one.
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Figure 4.11: Load voltage at the moment mains voltage is about 300V.

The simulated mains current is given in FigA.12.
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Figure 4.12: Simulated mains current.

The voltage across capacitor Cel is given in FigA.13. It can be seen that the capacitor is not completely
discharged to the mains voltage round zero crossings of the mains voltage. This means that Eq.(4.1) is
not met during zero crossings of the mains. This will cause horizontal parts in the current drawn from
the mains (although this is not seen in the simulated mains current).

From FigA.13 it can be seen that the dc-voltage across C\ is approximately 370V.
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Figure 4.13: Simulated voltage across capacitor Cel •

The voltage at node 7 in Fig.4.2 is displayed in Fig.4.14 being also shown in detail in Fig.4.15 at the
moment that the mains voltage is about 300V.
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Figure 4.14: The simulated voltage at point 7.

At the moment the mains voltage is close to zero, the peak to peak voltage of V7 is much higher than Vde

and this will cause the step changes in the mains current (see also Fig.4.12). The effect of discontinuous
horizontal parts will not be seen in this case. This means that Cel is not completely discharged till the
mains voltage is compensated by an amplitude of V7 which is higher than Vdel2. Over-compensation is
also possible which causes the step changes in the mains current.

The voltage at point 7, at the moment mains voltage is around 300V, is given in Fig.4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Voltage at point 7 when mains voltage is around 300V.

The peak to peak value of V7 in Fig 4.15 is 370V. The expected peak to peak voltage is 350V. This is a
difference of about 6%. This is caused by the dc-voltage of which the level is higher than expected. The
peak to peak voltage of V7 does equal Vde' The sinusoidal approximation is not a very bad one for this
voltage either

4.2.3 Measurements

The circuit of Fig.2.34 has been modified to verify the simulated voltages and currents as given in
Fig.4.16. The component values which are used are:
Lr=I.25mH
C2=lOOnF
Ce2=8.7nF
CcI =12nF

R1oad=235Q
The other components are the same as in the former chapters.
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Figure 4.16: The circuit used for measurements.

The measured load voltage is displayed in Fig.4.17.
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Figure 4.17: The voltage across the load.
Hor.:2ms/div

Vert.: 50V/div

The maximum peak to peak value of the load voltage is 315V, the RMS voltage equals 87.7V. This
results in a CFenv of 1.8. The output power equals 32.7Watt.

The dc-voltage across C1 has an average value of 361V. The dc-voltage which was used during
calculation of the component values was 350V. This is a difference of about 3%. The amplitude of the
ripple equals 38V, being displayed in FigA.18.

Figure 4.18: The measured ripple in dc-voltage.
Hor.:2ms/div
Vert.:5V/div

The current which is drawn from the mains is given in FigA.l9.
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.... ! .... ! .... ; .... ; .

Figure 4.19: The current drawn from the mains.
Hor.: 5ms/div

Vert.: 100mA/div

It can be seen that there is zero-crossing distortion (as was expected from simulations). The RMS
current is 181mA, this means that the input power equals 40W. The resulting efficiency is 82%. The
measured input power is less than simulated, this is caused by the difference in dc-voltage.

The voltage across capacitor Cc\ is given in FigA.20. The voltage at node 7 is given in FigA.21.

Figure 4.20: The voltage across capacitor Cct.
Hor.: 2ms/div
Vert.: 50V/div
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Figure 4.21: The voltage at point 7.
Hor.: 2ms/div

Vert.: 100V/div

From figure 4.20 it can be seen that capacitor Cel is not completely discharged till the value of the
mains voltage at the moment the mains voltage is close to zero. It can also be seen that the mains
voltage is not sinusoidal. At the same time the peak-to-peak voltage at node 7 is much higher than the
dc-voltage. This causes the step changes in the mains current (see also chapter 2). The components are
calculated for a momentary mains voltage of 300V, because the mains voltage is flat-topped the
momentary mains voltage stays close to 300V during a relatively long time. This is probable going to
result in a THD of mains current which is less than when a sinusoidal mains voltage is used.

Two periods of the voltage at node 7, at the moment the mains voltage is close to its maximum, is given
in Fig.4.22.

.'~:r' ...
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+
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Figure 4.22: One period of the voltage at node 7.

Hor.: 5Jlsldiv
Vert.: 100V/div

The peak-to-peak value of this voltage is almost equal to Vdc • The peak-peak voltage is 364V. The
expected value during calculations was 350V. The actual value differs about 4% of this theoretical
value. This difference is mainly caused by the dc level which is higher than expected.
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Mains voltage and mains current are displayed in FigA.23.
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Figure 4.23: Mains voltage and mains current.
Hor.:5ms/div

Vert.:250V/div
Vert.:200mAldiv

The phase difference between voltage and current is 10°, this means that the PF equals 0.98 (same
mains filter used as in the former chapters). The PF might be improved by a re-design of the filter
coefficients.

The spectrum of the mains current is determined by measurements with a digital oscilloscope. The
spectrum is calculated from the average of mains current over 10 periods. The resulting spectrum is
given in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Spectrum of mains current.
Hor.: 250Hzldiv
Vert.:lOdB/div

The amplitude of the harmonic components is given in table 4.1, being related to the fundamental
(50Hz component).
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frequency (Hz) amplitude (dB)
50 0
100 -67
150 -42
200 -54
250 -30
300 -53
350 -31
400 -66
450 -38
500 -67
550 -37
600 -71

Table 4.1: Amplitude of the harmonic components.

The THD of input current is calculated with

~/; +1;+....+1;
THD = " *100% (4.27)

II
This results in a THD of approximately 5%. As mentioned before the THD might be different if the
mains voltage is sinusoidal. A sinusoidal mains voltage is not available (at the TUE), hence this can not
be tested.

4.2.4 Slightly improvement

Although the THD of mains current is very low it can be improved slightly. From FigA.22 it was seen
that the peak-to-peak voltage at node 7, at the moment the mains voltage is close to zero, is much higher
than Vdc ' It can also be seen that this voltage becomes negative. The peak-to-peak voltage can be
decreased by adding a diode, see FigA.25.

Vmain'l Vdi C 1 A

"1 Q2 Cd

Figure 4.25: Adding an extra diode.

At the moment the voltage at node 7 tries to become negative diode DeL starts to conduct which avoids
V7 to become less than zero. The clamped voltage at node 7 is given in FigA.26.
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Figure 4.26: The voltage at point 7 with extra diode.
Hor.:2ms/div

Vert.:100V/div

The peak-to-peak voltage is therefore decreased a bit, this also means that the step changes in the mains
current will decrease slightly. The current delivered by the mains is given in FigA.27.

... ; ; •••• ; ..•• j . . . . . ; . .. ; .... ; ..

Figure 4.27: Mains current when the extra diode is used.
Vert.:5ms/div

Hor.:100mAldiv

The spectrum of the current has been determined by the same way as earlier.
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Figure 4.28: The spectrum of input current with extra diode.
Vert.:250Hz/div
HOL: lOdB/div

The amplitude of the harmonic components is given in table 4.2.

frequency (Hz) amplitude (dB)
50 0
100 -72
150 -42
200 -69
250 -34
300 -75
350 -34
400 -71
450 -45
500 -75
550 -48
600 -73

Table 4.2: Amplitude of the harmonic components.

The THD of input current is calculated with Eq.(4.27), this results in a THD of approximately 3%.

The other voltage and current waveforms remain almost the same, this means that input power and
CFenv remain almost the same.

4.3 Conclusions

Despite the fact that all requirements necessary to obtain a sinusoidal mains current can only be met
strictly for one instantaneous value of the mains voltage, the resulting mains current THD is very low.
This means that, if a circuit is designed following the method as described in section 4.2, the IEC555-2
requirements are met and THD will even be less then these requirements.

All component values were calculated for a load of 50W and a load resistance of 240f2. The dc-voltage
was assumed to be 350V, the components are calculated for a momentary mains voltage of 300V.
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The calculated values are:
L,=1.21mH
C2=I01.3nF
CcI =I1.74nF
Ce2=8.94nF

R1oad=240Q

The component values used in the circuit for measurements are:
L,=1.25mH
C2=100nF
CcI =12nF
Ce2=8.7nF

R1oad=235Q

Some simulated and measured properties are given in table 4.3.

Calculated Simulated Measured
Vde 350V 370V 361V
pk-pk V7 (v.=300V) 350V 370V 364V
CFenv -- -- 1.8
THD mains current -- -- 5%
Table 4.3

If all requirements would be met during the entire mains cycle (which is not the case), input power
should be 50W. The simulated power is 47W. The measured input power is 40W.

The shape of input current can be improved slightly by adding an extra diode (see section 4.2.4), the
THD of the mains current is improved from 5% to 3%. At the same time, voltages and currents almost
remain the same, which means that input power and load current crest factor remain the same. It has to
be mentioned that these measurements have been performed with a non-sinusoidal mains voltage this
might change THD.

It can be said that with this modelling approach all component values can be determined to obtain a
mains current which has very low THD. The input power (and thus also the output power) will be less
than expected, because not all requirements are met during the entire mains cycle.

4.4 Component limits for constant power

In the former section a load resistance of 240Q and input power of 50W was chosen, because these
values are also used in [4.1]. In this section the component limits are determined for a constant power
(also 50W in this case). Firstly the limits of R10ad are determined as a function of Vde' Secondly the
currents through the inductor Lr (and the load resistance) are determined as a function of the load
resistance. This is done for different values of Vde' The minimum inductance as a function of load
resistance is also determined. All these properties are determined for the same momentary mains
voltage (vg=300V). Last, but not least, the component values for Cel and Ce2 are determined as a
function of R10ad for different levels of Vde'

4.4.1 The limits of Rload

In section 4.2.1 a MATLAB file was given to determine all component values for fixed input
parameters. To determine Ln C2, Cel and Ce2 it is necessary to know the range of R10ad wherein a

solution exists. This range can be determined with Eq.(4.15) which implies that the angle Pcan be
specified if
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From calculations it is found that this term will always be higher than zero. This means that the limits of
R10ad are determined by

If the above equation is solved for VR two values will be found:

2v7 ±~4vi -4vi +4v;
V R1 ,2 = 2 =v7 ±vg •

The minimum and maximum value for the load resistance are determined by

(V7+Vg )2
R =....:....----'-'--

load, max 2P

and

R _(V7-Vg )2
load,min - 2P

(4.28)

(4.29)

The minimum and maximum load resistance can now be determined as a function of Vde (V7 and Vg both
depend on Vde see Eq.(4.9 )). This minimum and maximum are given in Fig.4.29.
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Figure 4.29: The maximum and minimum load resistance as a function of Vdc'

These curves are calculated with MATLAB, the necessary file being included in appendix VI. It can be
seen that if Vde is increased it will be possible to find a solution for an increasing range of R'oad'

4.4.2 The current through the inductor and the load

Since the range of R10ad is known it is possible to determine the current through the inductor and the
current through the load as a function of the load resistance. This is done for three different levels of
Vde (325V, 350V and 375V). These curves are given in Fig.4.30. The difference between iLen iRload is
also calculated. The difference (iL-iR) for different dc voltages is given in Fig.4.3l. From Fig.4.31 it is
seen that the difference between the inductor current and the load current is the smallest if the dc
voltage and the load resistance are the smallest. This also means that the RMS current through the
MOSFETs is the smallest when the dc-voltage is chosen 325V. This will reduce the power loss in the
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MOSFETs and thus increases the efficiency of the circuit. The file to calculate these curves is also
given in appendix VI.

550500450350 400
Rload (Ohm)

300250

; ; I

0.85 : :.............. .! .i!:Y.d~~.3?~~ ! .
~ ! iL.Vdc=3~OV . . ;

......... ! ': •....... ,........... . : ........•. ! ......•... :..... ..

··~·······f··········!··········l··········!·········
·········\··········j··········1··········j··········!··········1·········

~ 0.65 ··!··········j··········1··········!··········I······· j .
= 0.6 ··········1····· ! ! ! ! ! .

0.55 ··········1··········1····· ···:·······;j·········!··········l·········
0.5 i· r..· ·r · !·· ..· ! ·..·.. 1 ·..

0.45 ! ! ! ! ! ! .

Figure 4.30: The inductor and load current as function of load resistance.
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Figure 4.31: The difference between the inductor and load current.

Remember that the currents given in FigA.30 are related to the amplitudes of these currents. Since the

currents are assumed to be sinusoidal the RMS current equals the amplitude divided by .J2.

4.4.3 The inductance as a function of R10ad

The value of L, depends on the load resistance. The inductance value as function of R10ad for three
different dc values is given in FigA.32. The values given in FigA.32 are minimum values. If this
minimum value is chosen the component value of C2 will be very high. This means that a trade-of has to
be chosen in a way that both L, and C2 have proper values.
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550500450350 400
Rload(Ohm)

300250

1.1
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Figure 4.32: The minimum inductance as a function of R1oad•

From FigA.30 to 4.32 it can be seen that the dc-voltage has to be chosen as small as possible, at the
same time the load resistance has to be chosen as small as possible, this will result in an inductance
which is as small as possible. At the same time the inductance has to be chosen in combination with C2•

The smallest inductance will result in a very high capacitance and vice versa.

4.4.4 Cel and Cc2 as a function of Rload

The values Cel and Ce2 also depend on the resistance of the load. These capacitances are also dependent
of dc voltage. In appendix VI a file is given to calculate these capacitances. The capacitances as a
function of R10ad for different dc levels are given in FigA.33.
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Figure 4.33: The capacitances Cel and Ce2 (dashed) as a function of R10ad for different dc levels.

The sum of both capacitors is constant for a certain desired power, see Eq.(4.6). So far all components
have been determined as a function of Rlo'd. As will be seen in the next section there are more
alternatives.
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4.5 A different solution

From the phasor diagram in Fig.4.9 it can be seen that there are two possibilities to ad V7 and VR. One
possibility is already drawn in FigA.9. All calculations of the components and currents so far are based
on that diagram. If the other solution is chosen there might be other solutions for the component values.
In this chapter the other solutions are determined. The phasor diagram for the other solution is given in
FigA.34.
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Figure 4.34: Determination of VLe, for the other solution.

The determination of the components is given below without detailed explanation because there are
only minor differences compared to section 4.2.1.

4.5.1 Determination of component values

The angle Pis calculated as follows
222

2 2 2 f3 f3 -Vg + V7 + V R
Vg =V7 +vR -2v7VR COS :::::}COS = .

2V7V R

The current which flows through the equivalent capacitor is calculated with
iceq = (J)" V7Ceq .

(4.28)

(4.29)

The current which flows the inductor is determined by

·2 ·2 2" (n f3)IL= ICeq+IR- IceiRCOS"2- . (4.30)

The angle y is determined by

(4.31)
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The angle 11 equals
J.l=y-f3.

The angle 8 is determined by
7r 7r

e=7r---J.l=--J.l.
2 2

Also in this case there are two solution of VLC. These are

2v7 cose±~(-2V7 cose)2 -4(v; -v;)
V LCI2 = ., 2
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(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

Only positive values of VLC are valid. The impedance of the series connection of Lr and C2 is determined
with

Z - vLC - L __1_
LC - • - OJ" r (4.35)

lL OJ.,.C2

This impedance has to be inductive, this means that the minimum value for Lr is determined by
ZLC

Lr,min = -- (4.36)
OJ"

When an inductance is chosen, the value of C2 is determined by
1

C2 = (4.37)
2L ZOJ.\. r - OJ.I· LC

With the help of these calculations another combination of components can be found for which all
requirements are met for one momentary mains voltage. These calculation are also performed with
MATLAB. The necessary files are not given because they are almost the same as the already used ones.

4.5.2 The limits of R load

To determine the component values as function of R10ad and for different dc levels the range of R10ad for

which there is a solution possible has to be determined. The angle Pis determined in the same way as
for the former solution. This means that the range of R10ad for different dc levels is the same as in section
404.1, hence the limits of R10ad can be determined with figure 4.29.

4.5.3 The current through the inductor and the load

The current through the load and the inductor are given in Figo4.35. When this figure is compared with
figure 4.30 it can be seen that these figures are not equal, this also means that the difference between k
and iR is different as given in Figo4.3l. Remember that the amplitudes are given. The difference
between the amplitudes is given in Figo4.36.
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Figure 4.35: The inductor and load current as function of load resistance.
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Figure 4.36: The difference between the inductor and load current.

The currents iL and iR are different from the former solutions. This also means that another combination
of Lr and Cz can be found for which all requirements are met.

4.5.4 The inductance as a function of Rload

The minimum inductance as a function of R10ad for three different dc levels is given in FigA.37. The
used inductance has to be chosen a bit above this minimum. A combination of Lr and Cz has to be
chosen in a way that both have an acceptable value.
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Figure 4.37: The inductance as a function of R1oad•

4.6 Comparison of both solutions

To compare the curves of both solutions, the curves for one parameter are plotted together in one
figure. In FigA.38 the amplitude of the current through the load and through the inductance is plotted.
From this figure it can be seen that the inductor current is the smallest for the second solution. This can
also be seen from figure 4.39, where the difference between the inductor and load current for both
solutions is plotted.
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Figure 4.38: The inductor and load current for both cases.
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Figure 4.39: The difference between iL en iR for both cases.

The minimum inductance is different for both solutions. The minimum inductance is given in FigAAO.
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Figure 4.40: The minimum inductance for both cases.

In both cases the capacitances of Cel and Ce2 are calculated in the same way, the calculated values will
also be the same for both cases. This means that for both cases the values can be found in FigA.33.

4.7 Trying to optimise the circuit

With the help of the figures in the former section it is possible to determine component values for a
optimum circuit. But before this is done it has to be specified the criteria that determine an optimised
circuit.

The inductor Lr is an expensive component to produce, hence this one has to be as cheap as possible.
This is reached when the maximum inductor energy is as small as possible. The energy can be
calculated with

(4.38)
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From Eq.(4.38) it can be seen that first the current has to be minimised and second the inductance.
From the Fig.4.38 and Fig.4.39 it can be seen that the difference between the inductor current and the

load current is the smallest for a load resistance of 225Q. For the same load resistance the minimum
inductance is very low this can be seen from Fig. 4.40. The difference between the inductor and load
current is the smallest for a dc level of 375V, but this would increase the inductance. In this stage it is

chosen to determine the component values for a load resistance of 225Q and a dc level of 325V. The
component values are determined with the MATLAB file for the second solution.

The input parameters are: vg=300V (the mains voltage at which component values are determined)
P=50W

R1oad=225Q
Vde=325V
fs=50kHz

The calculated component values are: Ccl=13.06nF
Cez=7.62nF

Lmin=932~H

The inductance is chosen ImH this results in a capacitance for Cz of 135nF.

The circuit used in section 4.2 is also very close to its optimum (Lr is higher), because 240Q is very

close to 225Q. So it is not expected that the efficiency will increase much.
An other advantage of decreasing the inductor current is that the difference between iL and ir is as small
as possible. In this case the imaginary current, which flows through the components, is as small as
possible this will reduce the losses in the parasitic resistors of these components. At the same time the
current through the MOSFETs is decreased this means that the losses in the MOSFETs also decrease.

4.7.1 Measurements with optimised components

To see what the results are the circuit of Fig.4.16 is modified. The component values used in the circuit
are: CcI =13.3nF

Cez=7.7nF
Lr=lmH
Cz=132nF

R1oad=223Q

The shapes of the different waveforms are not given, because these are very similar to the ones
measured in section 4.2.3. Only the most important parameters are given.

The dc voltage stabilises at a level of 341V this is 5% above the level which was used during the
determination of the component values. The RMS mains current is 191mA, for mains voltage of
220VRMS • This results in an input power of 42Watt. The RMS load voltage is 90V the output power is
in this case 36Watt. This means that the efficiency of the circuit is about 85%. The maximum peak to
peak load voltage equals 319V. This results in an CFenv of 1.77.
The amplitude of the load current at the moment the mains voltage is close to its maximum is 0.708A.
According to the calculations performed with MATLAB the amplitude of this current should be 0.67A.
This is a difference of 6.2%. This is mainly caused by the dc level which is higher than expected.
The THD of the mains current is 4.1 % (measured with the used oscilloscope). The mains current has

vertical flat parts at the moment mains voltages crosses zero. This is caused by the voltage at node 7
(see Fig.4.2) the peak-to-peak voltage at this point is higher than Vde. This voltage becomes negative at
the moment mains voltage is zero. This means that the THD of input current can be improved by adding
an extra diode (see Fig.2.25). .
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When the extra diode is used the RMS mains current is 188mA, at the same time the RMS load voltage
remains the same. This means that the efficiency of the circuit is improved to 87%. At the same time the
THD of mains current is improved to about 3%.

From experiments it is found that the inductor temperature is relatively high (55°C to 60°C). This means
that a great part of the losses is caused by the inductor. To improve efficiency an inductor of ImH with
type number EF25113111 is used. This inductor is also used in the VLC-ZT. At the same time a
HP6812A power source is used to generate a sinusoidal mains voltage. With a HP AC power analyzer
PMl200 the mains current is analysed (at the Philips lab). In this case total input power is Pin=46.3W.
The load voltage equals 98VRMS this results in an output power of 43W. The efficiency is increased
from 85% to 92%. The PF is higher than 0.96. The amplitude of the harmonic components of mains
current is given in table 4.3.

Harmonic Amplitude IEC555-2
1 0.215 A
2 -- 5%
3 2.9% 30*PF%
5 4.8% 7%
7 4.0% 4%
9 2.7% 3%
11 2.0% 2%
13 1.8% 2%

Table 4.3: The amplitude of the harmonic components of mains current.

The higher harmonic components are given as a percentage of the first harmonic. The IEC555-2
requirements are also given. As can be seen the amplitudes of the harmonic components are below the
requirements. The THD of mains current is approximately 9%. As predicted before the THD has
increased compared to a flat topped sinusoidal mains voltage.

4.8 Conclusions

In comparison to the circuit used in section 4.2 the performance is improved, and at the same time the
inductance is decreased. The efficiency is improved from 82% to 85% (without the extra diode). With
the extra diode the efficiency is improved to 87%. The THD of mains current is changed from 5% to
4%. If the extra diode is used the THD is improved to about 3%. The PF was 0.98 with the circuit of
chapter 4.2 with the components used in section 4.6 the PF equals 0.97. This might be improved by a
re-design of the mains filter. This is not tried because this is not the essence of this report.

When a sinusoidal mains voltage is used the THD of mains current increases, but the amplitudes of the
higher harmonics still meet the IEC555-2 requirements. The input power is increased from 42W to
46.3W at the same time the output power is increased form 36W to 43W, this means that the efficiency
is increased from 85% to 92%. The increase in efficiency is caused by a re-design of the inductor,
hence it is important to design the inductor as good as possible.

references:

[4.1] E. Aenderkerk, A.Hernandez and J.Willaert, "Concept study of the VLC-ZT topology with
application to a 2*58W VLC-ZT ballast", Internal communications
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5 Conclusions

A short review of the major issues from chapters 2,3 and 4 is given. The advantages and disadvantages
of the different circuits are also discussed.

The first circuit being analysed was the one reproduced in Fig.5.1. This is the same circuit as given in
Fig.2.2. This is a circuit with a single power feedback path.

B

Vrnains
-+----1

A

V~J2
+--

Figure 5.1: A circuit with one power feedback path (see also Fig.2.2).

A model for this circuit and the requirements to obtain a sinusoidal mains current have been developed.
To meet these requirements as close as possible, three circuit implementations were analysed, simulated
and built. In the first case, the circuit was designed for a certain input power where it was assumed that
the envelope of the load voltage was constant. The resulting input power was much less than expected.
A more accurate estimation of the input power has been obtained by taking the ripple in envelope in
consideration. A disadvantage of the resulting circuit is that the CFenv is to high. The manufacturer of
the load (a lamp) can only guarantee lifetime for a CFenv of less than 1.8. The load voltage of this circuit
has a CFenv which is higher than 2. The ripple in load voltage is caused by the equivalent capacitor
which depends on the momentary mains voltage.

The same circuit as used in the first case studied was modified to obtain a lower CFenv• This has been
done by using the equivalent capacitor that changes the resonant frequency of the resonant circuit. In
the first case the resonant frequency was always kept below the switching frequency (switching
frequency has been kept constant in all cases); in the second case, the resonant frequency was
sometimes below and sometimes above the switching frequency. This has changed the ripple in the
envelope of the load voltage. The CFenv was decreased, but it remained still above the desired level. In
fact the exact shape of ripple is not known, hence no accurate estimation of the resulting input power
can be given.

To reduce the CFenv further, clamping diodes have been added to the circuit in Fig.5.1, as given in
Fig.5.2. This was the third case studied.

vc
+~-

B

A

Vmains V~Cl C,

D4 --I Rlam
"

Figure 5.2: The circuit of Fig.5.l with clamping diodes (see also Fig.2.53).
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The circuit in Fig.5.2 has been designed in a way that the resonance frequency of the output circuit
remains always above the switching frequency. If the clamping diodes are removed the shape of the
envelope of the load voltage looks like that of Fig.5.3.

f\

Va,max f\

Va,min

-

Figure 5.3: The shape of the envelope without clamping diodes (see also Fig.2.52).

The output circuit in Fig.5.2 has been designed in a way that the minimum load voltage stays higher
than Vdc • The clamp diodes make sure that the load voltage remains bounded between Vdc and zero (dc
level is removed by the dc-blocking capacitor). The CFenv is decreased below the desired level. The
disadvantage of this circuit implementation is that the load voltage gets the shape of a block; this means
that the load voltage contains higher harmonic components. The load voltage in the former two cases is
almost sinusoidal. The higher harmonic components might cause EMI problems.

In short it can be said that a better CFenv results in a higher EM!.

Further, another circuit implementation has been described in chapter 3 with one single power feedback
path. This circuit is given in Fig 5.4.

D2 QI

VdC!
C, L, RI.m~

Vmains C1 ~ A

-1 Q2 Cc

Figure 5.4: An other circuit with a single power feedback path (see also Fig.3.1).

As in the case of the circuit of Fig.5.1, a modelling description has been developed for the circuit in
Fig.5.4 together with the requirements which have to be met in order to obtain sinusoidal mains current.
An estimation of the amplitude of the first harmonic of the voltage across the LCR circuit has been
determined. This amplitude depends on the mains voltage momentary value which causes the CFenv to
be above the desired level. The CFenv can only be improved by controlling the switching frequency.
There has been no effort in this direction, because this is not the goal of this report. An advantage of the
circuit in Fig.5.4 is that the load voltage is sinusoidal.

In chapter 4, the models developed in chapter 2 and 3 have been combined. This has yielded a circuit
with two feedback paths. The resulting circuit is given in Fig.5.5.
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Vmains V~{ C1 A

D4 ---1 Cd

Figure 5.5: A circuit with double power feedback (see also Fig.4.2).

With the circuit in Fig.5.5 it has been tried to merge the advantages of the circuits of chapter 2 and 3,
leading to a CFenv below 1.8 and a load voltage which is as sinusoidal in shape as possible. At the same
time, the mains current has to remain sinusoidal. The requirements which have to be met have been
developed with the help of the combined models. To calculate component values a modelling
description for Fig.5.5 has been developed. From this modelling it can be seen that the requirements can
only be met for one momentary value of the mains voltage. Although the requirements are not met
during the entire mains cycle, the THD of mains current remains very good (about 9%).
With the help of the modelling it is also tried to optimise the circuit. The circuit could not be improved
strongly, because the used load resistance was already very close to the optimum. The calculated curves
can be used to determine component values for any load between a certain maximum and minimum
equivalent load resistance.

With the help of the developed models it has been possible to determine component values yielding
mains current with an acceptable THD. Il has also been possible to design a circuit with an acceptable
CFenv' The circuit analysed in chapter 4 combines the advantages of a low THD of mains current, a
CFenv below 1.8 and a shape of load voltage which is close to sinusoidal. The load voltage is not
sinusoidal during the entire mains cycle, specially during the zero crossing of the mains voltage. It will
look like a block voltage. This will result in EMI effects which are less important than the ones in the
circuit of Fig.5.2, but higher than the ones in the circuit of Fig.5.l and Fig.5.4.

The voltages at different points of the different circuits can be determined with an accuracy of about
10%. This tolerance is caused by inaccuracies in component values, but are also caused by the
assumptions which have been made. This means that if a circuit is designed it is still necessary to fine
tune the circuit to obtain better results. This is not done for the circuits which have been built for
measurements, since these circuits were only built to check theoretical results. The accuracy mentioned
above means also that the component values, which have been determined from the analysis and
synthesis in this report, are a very good start to obtain mains current which is close to a sinusoidal
waveform and, at the same time, an acceptable CPenv for any output power and any load resistance
(between a determined maximum and minimum).

5.1 Follow up

In this report different power feedback circuits were analysed, the double power feedback circuit is the
most important one. In this report it was assumed that each feedback path draws a sinusoidal current
from the mains. This is a special case, because it is also possible to draw non-sinusoidal currents with
each feedback path. Since the sum is drawn from the mains the sum has to be sinusoidal. This
introduces lots of possibilities. Future work has to be done to find these possibilities and to determine
which requirements have to be met to implement these possibilities. To study these possibilities it might
be necessary to use a complete, and more complex, approach to calculate the component values for a
certain power and equivalent load resistance.
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Appendix I.

% File to calculate
% Constants
R=300;
Vg=311;
Vdc=346;
Vlarnp=Vdc/2;
Vi=2 *Vdc /pi;
Cc=20.7E-9;
fs=50E3;

Cr for a chosen Lr.

% Load resistance
% Maximum mains voltage
% Desired dc-voltage
% Amplitude of load voltage
% Amplitude firts harmonic inverter voltage
% Feedback capacitor

Ceq=Cc*(l+(Vg-Vdc)/(Vdc));% Equivalent capacitance

Lstart=8E-4;
Leind=.95E-3;

dL=(Leind-Lstart)/lOO;
G=(Vlamp/Vi) "2;

Lr=Lstart;

for n=l:lOO
w=fs*2*pi;

a=G*w"4*Lr"2;
b=-2*w"2*Lr*G;
c=G*(l+w"2*Lr"2/R"2)-1;

% Frequency in radians

Crl(n)=(-b+sqrt(b"2-4*a*c) )/(2*a);
Cr2(n)=(-b-sqrt(b"2-4*a*c))/(2*a) ;

fOl(n)=1/(2*pi*sqrt(Lr*Crl(n))) ;
f02(n)=1/(2*pi*sqrt(Lr*Cr2(n)) );

L(n)=Lr;
Lr=Lr+dL;

end

% Two solutions

% Calculation of resonance frequency

%plot(L,Crl) ;
plot(L,fOl);
xlabel ( 'Lr in H') ;
%ylabel('Cr in F');
ylabel('fO in Hz');
hold on
%plot(L,Cr2);
%plot(L,f02) ;

% Display Cr and fO
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Appendix II.

*****************************

* Circuit file *
*****************************

* Simulation of figure 2 with power feedback capacitor Cc *
* and buffer capacitor. Component values which are used in the
* actual circuit are used in the simulation.

* Voltage sources *
Vmains 1 20 sin(O 311 1k 0 0)
Vextra 8 20 DC 0
*

* For measuring Inet

* Capacitors *
C1 4 0 500n * This capacitor is scaled with mains frequency

scaling.
C2 6 7 820n IC=165
Cr 6 0 20n
Cc 6 3 20.7n
Cf 1 2 28n *560n/20 Modified because of the increase in mains frequency.
*
* Inductors *
Lr 5 6 925u
Lf 8 2 6.28m *314u * 20 Modified because of the increase in mains frequency.
*
* Resistors *
Rlamp 7 0 300
*
* Diodes *
*
01 2 3 Os
02 1 3 Os
03 0 2 Os
04 0 1 Os
Dc 3 4 Os
*
* FET's
*
Sl 4 5
S2 5 0
ObI 0 5 Os
Db2 5 4 Os
*

* Body diodes

* Simulation commands *
*
.Model Os Dswitch
.Tran lOOn 1
.Draw 1 I (Vextra)
.Draw 2 V(6)
.Draw 3 V(4)
.Draw 4 Vmains(l 20)
.end
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The system file is listed below

***************************

* System file *
***************************

t Time

* Signals to control the FET's
Gate1 Signal t 0 1 50k 0 0.5 0 0 1
Gate2 OFS Gate1 -1 0

Sfet1 Switch Gate1 0 0 Sl
Sfet2 Switch Gate2 0 0 S2

* Creation of STATE events
y STATE Dc
x STE y 0.1 0
y1 STATE Db1
xl STE y1 0.1 0
y2 STATE Db2
x2 STE y2 0.1 0

.end
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Appendix III

In this appendix the Fourier coefficients of the voltage given in Fig.IIL! will be determined.

I, ITI2 t

I,

l
':~

-v•

Figure 111.1: The voltage of which the Fourier series will be determined.

If vg is assumed to be constant during a high frequency cycle, and the waveform of Fig.IIL! is assumed
periodically, the Fourier series of this waveform can be calculated with the following

'"
f(t) = ao +2 {an cos(nwt) + bnsin(nwt)}

n=1

1 TI2

where a" = - f f(t)dt,
T -T12

2 TI2

an = - f f(t)cos(nwt)dt
T -TI2

2 TI2

and bn =- f f(t) sin(nwt)dt
T -T12

During calculation of an and bnthe following two equations will be used,
T

t4 - t2 =-
2
T

and th = -+ta •

2

(111.1)

(I1I.2)

(111.3)

(IlIA)

(111.5)

(111.6)

2 {'" I. I. T }an = T J(Y:lc -vK)cos(nwt)dt+J-Vdecos(nwt)dt+ J-vgcos(nwt)dt+ J(Vde -vK)cos(nwt)dt
o I, I. I.

an =_1_{(Vdc - vg )[sin(nwt)]; - VdJsin(nwt)X: - vg[sin(nwt)X: + (Vdc - vg )[sin(nwt)]~}
n:n:

an = _1_{Vdc [sin(nwta ) - sin(nwth ) + sin(nwtJ - sin(nwt4 )] - Vg[sin(nwta ) - sin(nwth )]}
n:n:

This can also be written as

an =_1 [VdcA - V!1C].
n:n:
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Next bn is calculated

2 {In I. I. T }
bn= T J(Vdc - vg)sin(nwt)dt +J-Vdc sin(nwt)dt +J-vgsin(nwt)dt +J(Vdc - vg)sin(nwt)dt

o I, I. '.

bn = n~ {(VdC -Vg)[-cos(nwt)]~ + ~Jcos(nwt)J:: +vg[cos(nwt)J:: -(VdC - V:)[cos(nwt)r}

bn =_1_{Vdc [cos(nwth) - cos(nwta ) - cos(nwt2 ) + cos(nwt4 )] - vAcos(nwth)- cos(nwta )]}
n:rr

This can be written as

bn =_1[VdcB-vgD]
n:rr

The amplitude of the harmonic components can be calculated as follows

To determine A2+B 2
, A2 and B2 are determined first.

(111.8)

(111.9)

A 2 = sin 2 (nwtJ - 2 sin(nwtJsin(nwth)+2sin(nwtJsin(nwt2 ) - 2sin(nwtJsin(nwt4 )

+ sin 2 (nwth) - 2 sin(nwth)sin(nwt2 ) + 2 sin(nwth)sin(nwt4 )

+ sin 2 (nwt2 ) - 2sin(nwt2 )sin(nwt4 )

+ sin 2 (nwt4 )

and

B2 = cos 2 (nwtll )- 2 cos(nwtll)cos(nwth)+ 2 cos(nwtJcos(nwt2 ) - 2cos(nwtJcos(nwt4 )

+ cos2 (nwth) - 2cos(nwth)cos(nwt2 ) + 2 cos(nwth)cos(nwt4 )

+ cos2 (nwtJ - 2cos(nwt2 )cos(nwt4 )

+ cos2 (nwt4 )

A
2 + B

2 = 4 - 2sin(nwtJsin(nwth)- 2cos(nwtll)cos(nwth)

+ 2sin(nwtJsin(nwt2 ) + 2cos(nwtJcos(nwt2 )

- 2 sin(nwtJsin(nwt4 ) - 2 cos(nwtJcos(nwt4 )

- 2sin(nwth)sin(nwt2 ) - 2cos(nwth)cos(nwt2 )

+ 2 sin(nwth)sin(nwt4 ) + 2cos(nwtb)cos(nwt4 )

- 2 sin(nwt2 )sin(nwt4 ) - 2 cos(nwt2 )cos(nwt4 )

(III.W)

where -2sin(nwtJsin(nwth) - 2 cos(nwtll )cos(nwth) = -2cos(nw[tll - tb]), which can also

be used for the other tenns in Eq.(III.lO).
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With cos(nw[ta- t"D = cos(-nw ~) =(-If

and cos(nw[t2 -t4 ]) =cos(-nw ~) =(-If

Eq.(III.lO) can be written as

A 2 +B2 =4-2(-If +2cos(nw[ta-t,,])-2cos(nw[ta-t4 ])

-2cos(nw[t" -t2 ])+2cos(nw[t" -t4 ])-2(-If

Because 4=T/2+t2' cos(nw[ta- t4 ]) =cos(nw[ta- t2 ] - mt'). This means that

which implies

When Eq.(111.12) and Eq.(111.13) are substituted in Eq.(111.11), the following is obtained

(111.11)

(111.12)

(111.13)

A 2 + B2 = 4 - 4(-If + 2(1+ (-If){cos(nw[ta- t2 ]) - cos(nw[t" - t2 D} (III. 14)

By using t.-tZ=tb-tZ+T/2 the following simplification can be made

and by substitution in Eq.(III.14) follows

A 2 + B2 = 4 - 4(-1f + 2(1+ (-1f )((-1f - 1) cos(nw[tb - t2 ])

A 2 + B2 = 4 - 4(-1f

Next cZ+Dz will be determined.

c2 = sin 2 (nwtJ - 2sin(nwta)sin(nwt,,) + sin 2(nwtb )

D 2 = cos 2 (nwta)- 2cos(nwta)cos(nwt,,) + cos2 (nwt,,)

C2 + D 2 = 2 - 2sin(nwta)sin(nwtb ) - 2cos(nwta)cos(nwtb )

=2-2cos(nw[ta-tb ])

= 2 -2C0s(-nw ~) = 2(1-(-If)
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Next AC+BD is detennined. First AC and then BD are determined.

AC = sin 2 (nwttJ) - 2sin(nwttJ)sin(nwtb ) + sin2 (nwtb )

+ sin(nwt2 )sin(nwtJ - sin(nwt2 )sin(nwtb )

-sin(nwt4 )sin(nwtJ - sin(nwt4 )sin(nwtb )

BD =cos2 (nwtJ - 2cos(nwtJcos(nwtb ) + cos2 (nwtb )

+ cos(nwt2 ) cos(nwttJ) - cos(nwt2 ) cos(nwtb )

-cos(nwt4 ) cos(nwttJ) - cos(nwt4 )cos(nwtb )

With Eq.(1I1.5) and Eq.(1I1.6) it is found that

cos(nw[ttJ - t4 ]) = (-If cos(nw[ttJ - t2 ])

and cos(nw[tb -t4 ]) = (-If cos(nw[tb -t2 ]).

(111.19)

(111.20)

(111.21)

(111.22)

When Eq.(111.21) and Eq.(111.22) are substituted in Eq.(III.19) and Eq(III.20) and whit this result
AC+BD is calculated, the following equation is obtained

AC +BD = 2(1- (-If) +cos(nw[ttJ - t2 ]){1- (-If} - cos(nw[tb - t4 ]){1- (-If} (111.23)

With tb-4=t.-4 Eq.(111.23) can be simplified to

AC+ BD =4-4(-lf (III.24)

To obtain the amplitude of the harmonic components Eq.(III.l6), Eq(III.17)and Eq.(111.24) have to be
substituted in Eq .(111.9).

Cn = _1J4Vd~ [1- (-1f] - 4V dc Vg [1 - (-1f] +2v:[1- (-1f]
nJr

This can be simplified to

2

C
n

= 2Vdc ~1-(-lf 1-~+~l
nJr V dc 2 Vd~

as given in Eq.(3.26).
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Circuit file for simulation of the inverter with series connected load.

*****************************

Appendix IV

* Circuit file *
*****************************

*
*
* Voltage sources *
Vmains 1 20 sin(O 311 lk 0 0)
Vextra 10 20 DC 0
VII 21 2 DC 0
*
* Capacitors *
*Vl 4 0 DC 325
Cl 4 0 lu
Cr 5 6 4.27n
Cc 3 0 12.2n
Cf 21 1 28n
*
* Inductors *
Lr 6 7 3.89m
Lf 10 21 6.28m
*
* Resistors *
Rlamp 7 3 150
*
* Diodes *
Dl 2 3 Ds
D2 1 3 Ds
D3 0 2 Ds
D4 0 1 Ds
Dc 3 4 Ds
*
* FET's
*
SI 4 5
S2 5 0
Dbl 0 5 Ds
Db2 5 4 Ds
*
* Simulation commands *
.Model Ds Dswitch
.Tran lu 1
.Draw 1 V(7,3)
.Draw 2 V(4)
.Draw 3 I(Vll)
.Draw 4 I (Vextra)
.Draw 5 V(3)
. end
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System file for simulation of the inverter with a series connected load.

***************************

* System file *
***************************

Appendix IV

t Time
* Signalen veer aansturen FET's
Gatel Signal t 0 1 50k 0 0.5 0 0 1
Gate2 OFS Gate1 -1 0

Gate3 Signal t -1 5 10k 0 0.1 -1 O.Olm 4

Sfetl Switch Gatel 0 0 Sl
Sfet2 Switch Gate2 0 0 S2
*Sfet3 Switch Gate3 0 0 S3

* Gebruik maken van STATE events
y STATE Dc
x STE y 0.1 0
y1 STATE Dbl
xl STE yl 0.1 0
y2 STATE Db2
x2 STE y2 0.1 0

.end
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Vgmax=311;
vg=300;
P=50;
R=240;
Vdc=350;
fs=50E3;
Ws=2*pi*fs;

% Mains voltage at which the components will be calculated

Appendix V

V7=Vdcl2;
Vi=2*Vdc/pi;
V8=2*(Vdc-vg)/pi;

ir=sqrt(2*PIR);
Vr=R*ir;

Cc I=ir/(pi *fs*Vdc)

Pinl=O.s*Cc1 *fs*Vgmax"2;
Pin2=P-Pinl;
Cc2=2*Pin2/(fs*Vgmax"2)

Ceq=Cc2*(1 +(vg-Vdc)Ndc);
iCeq=V7*Ws*Ceq;

Beta=acos«V7"2+Vr"2-V8"2)/(2*V7*Vr»;
il=sqrt(iCeq"2+ir"2+2*iCeq*ir*sin(Beta»;
gamma=acos«ir"2+il"2-iCeq"2)/(2*ir*il»;
mu=gamma+Beta;

theta=pi/2-mu;
a=l;
b=-2*V7*cos(theta);
c=V7"2-Vi"2;

% Two solutions for VLC where only the positive one is valid.

VLC 1=(-1 *b+sqrt(b"2-4*a*c»/(2*a);
VLC2=(-1 *b-sqrt(b"2-4*a*c»/(2*a);

XLC1=VLClIil;
XLC2=VLC2/il;

Lminl=XLCllWs;
Lmin2=XLC2IWs;

L I=Lmin I+ IOOE-6
L2=Lmin2+1OOE-6

C21=1/(Ws"2*L 1-Ws*XLC 1)
C22=1I(Ws"2*L2-Ws*XLC2)

% + lOOE-6 to obtain a capacitance which is not too high
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Appendix VI

File to calculate the minimum and maximum value for R10ad as a function of Vde.

Vgrnax=311;
vg=300;
Puit=50;
fs=50E3;
Ws=2*pi*fs;

Vdcbeg=325;
Vdceind=375;
dVdc=(Vdceind-Vdcbeg)/100;

for m=1:101
Vdc(m)=Vdcbeg+(m-1)*dVdc;

V7=Vdc (m) /2;
V8=2*(Vdc(m)-vg)/pi;

R1(m)=(V7+V8)A2/(2*Puit) ;
R2(m)=(V7-V8)A2/(2*Puit) ;

end

figure(l) ;
plot(Vdc,R1, 'k' ,Vdc,R2, 'k');
grid on;
axis([325 375 150 600]);
xlabel ('Vdc (V)');
ylabel('Rmax,min (Ohm) ');
hold on;

File to calculate the currents through the load and the inductor. The difference between these currents is
also calculated.

Vgmax=311;
vg=300;
Puit=50;
Vdc=325;
fs=50E3;
Ws=2*pi*fs;

V7=Vdc/2;
Vi=2*Vdc/pi;
V8=2*(Vdc-vg)/pi;
pin=Puit;

Reind=315; % These values have to be changed if Vdc is changed.
Rbeg=215;

dR=(Reind-Rbeg)/100;
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for rn=1:101

R(rn)=Rbeg+(rn-l)*dR;

ir(rn)=sqrt(2*Puit/R(rn));
Vr (rn) =R (rn) *ir (rn) ;

Ccl(rn)=ir(rn)/(pi*fs*Vdc) ;

Pinl=O.5*Ccl(rn)*fs*VgrnaxA 2;
pin2=Pin-pinl;
Cc2(rn)=2*Pin2/(fs*Vgrnax A 2)i

Ceq(rn)=Cc2(rn)*(1+(vg-Vdc)/Vdc)i
iCeq(rn)=V7*Ws*Ceq(rn) ;

durn(rn)=«V7 A 2+Vr(rn)*Vr(rn)-V8 A 2)/(2*V7*Vr(rn))) ;
Beta(rn)=acos(durn(rn)) ;

durnmy(rn)=iCeq(rn)*iCeq(rn)+ir(rn)*ir(rn)+2*iCeq(rn)*ir(rn)*sin{Beta{rn));
il{rn)=sqrt{durnmy{rn)) ;

end

%whitebg;

figure{l) ;
plot{R,il, 'k',R,ir, 'k');
grid on;
xlabel('Rload (Ohm) ');
ylabel{'ir en il{A) ');
hold on;

figure(2) ;
plot{R,il-ir, 'k');
grid on;
xlabel{'Rload (Ohm) ');
ylabel{'il-ir (A) ');
hold on;

The file which is given below calculates the minimum value of the inductance as a function of the load
resistance.

Vgrnax=311;
vg=300;
Vdc=325;
Puit=50;
fs=50E3;
Ws=2*pi*fs;

V7=Vdc/2;
Vi=2*Vdc/pi;
V8=2*{Vdc-vg)/pi;
pin=Puit;

Reind=315;
Rbeg=215;

%These values have to be changed if Vdc is changed.

dR=(Reind-Rbeg)/100;
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for m=l:lOl

R(m)=Rbeg+(m-l)*dR;

ir(m)=sqrt(2*Puit/R(m)) ;
Vr(m)=R(m)*ir(m) ;

Ccl(m)=ir(m)/(pi*fs*Vdc) ;

Pinl=O.5*Ccl(m)*fs*VgmaxA 2;
Pin2=Pin-Pinl;
Cc2(m)=2*Pin2/(fs*VgmaxA 2) ;

Ceq(m)=Cc2(m)*(1+(vg-Vdc)/Vdc);
iCeq(m)=V7*Ws*Ceq(m) ;

dum(m)=((V7 A 2+Vr(m)*Vr(m)-V8 A 2)/(2*V7*Vr(m)));
Beta(m)=acos(dum(m));

dummy(m)=iCeq(m)*iCeq(m)+ir(m)*ir(m)+2*iCeq(m)*ir(m)*sin(Beta(m));
il(m)=sqrt(dummy(m));

gamma=acos((ir(m)*ir(m)+il(m)*il(m)
iCeq(m)*iCeq(m))/(2*ir(m)*il(m))) ;

mu=gamma+Beta(m);

theta=pi/2-mu;
a=l;
b=-2*V7*cos(theta);
c=V7 A 2-Vi A 2;

VLC1=(-1*b+sqrt(b A 2-4*a*c))/(2*a) ;
solution

VLC2=(-1*b-sqrt(b A 2-4*a*c))/(2*a);

XLC1(m)=VLC1/il(m) ;
XLC2(m)=VLC2/il(m) ;

Lminl(m)=XLC1(m)/Ws;
Lmin2(m)=XLC2(m)/Ws;

end

figure(l) ;
plot(R.Lminl. 'k');
grid on;
xlabel('Rload (Ohm)');
ylabel('Lmin (H) ');
hold on;

% Only the positive

% is valid.

The file to calculate Cel and Cc2 as a function of R10ad for a certain dc level is given below.

Vgmax=311;
vg=300;
Puit=50;
Vdc=325;
fs=50E3;
Ws=2*pi*fs;

Rbeg=215;
Reind=315;
dR=(Reind-Rbeg)/lOO;
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for n=l:lOl;

R(n)=Rbeg+(n-l)*dR;
V7=Vdc/2;
Vi=2*Vdc/pi;
V8=2*(Vdc-vg)/pi;
pin=Puit;

ir=sqrt(2*Puit/R(n)) ;
Vr=R*ir;

Ccl(n)=ir/(pi*fs*Vdc) ;

Pinl=O.5*Ccl(n)*fs*VgmaxA 2;
pin2=pin-pinl;
Cc2(n)=2*Pin2/(fs*VgmaxA 2) ;

end;

figure(l) ;
plot(R,Ccl, 'k' ,R,Cc2, 'k--');
grid on
xlabel('Rload (Ohm) ');
ylabel('Ccl and Cc2 (F) ');
hold on;
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Appendix Vll: Used equipment and software.

Appendix VII: Used equipment and software.

The equipment which was used to perform the necessary measurements is given below:

Oscilloscope: Tektronix TDS 744A
Current probe: Tektronix AM503
Frequency Generator: Philips PM5132
Universal meter: Philips PM2518
RMS-Voltmeter: Norma AC/DC power analyser D5135

The software used for simulations and calculations is given below:

The Mathworks, Inc MATLAB v4.2.1c
Simulation Research CASPOC v1.7
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